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Dirty definitions...
Define trail running.
Box it in.
Put labels on it.
Do you need a mountain? How much single track? Does there
have to be a trail? What about deserts? Is multi day included?
Or eliminated because you ran through a village in Nepal?
Then, once you have squished your notion of trail running
through a mincer of coloured ideology, package it, label it, hell,
write the ingredients on the outside. Ah, now you have a product,
all nice and controlled. Defined. Rigid. Now you can create
rules around that. Guidelines, do’s and do nots.
Better yet, you can vote for people to ensure that their idea
of trail running doesn’t step outside those bounds. To tell you:
‘Hey, easy, that’s not quite trail running what you’re
doing there. Oh, and have you paid your membership yet?
No? Not sure you are really a trail runner then.”
“And you sir, your event...have you got our approval of it? Does it
abide by our regulations? That’ll be a grand for us to assess by the
way. No? Well, then I’m not sure you can legally use that word ‘trail’
in conjunction with the word ‘run’ to openly discuss your ‘event’.
“We own that word pairing don’t you know? You need our
permission to use it. We’re working on technology right now
to police even your thoughts. So don’t even think about thinking
you know what trail running is. Only we do.”
Yes, the angry trail runner (remember him from edition #1?)
rears his head, prompted by news of the pompous-sounding
International Conference of Trail Running. If I could afford
that flight to Italy I may well have gone. But then I would have
seen the stale stuffy lecture theatre they were discussing all matters
trail in – readying the mincer if you will – and I likely would
have gone trail running instead. Courmayeur must have some
cracker trails, surely? (Wouldn’t that be a regulation requirement
for any city hosting a trail run conference?)
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Of course, I go off the deep end: the conference is all
about the specific sport of trail running and how it should be
managed as it moves from amateur and fringe to professional
and, let’s swallow it, mainstream. Nearly.
One proposed definition as reported was: “A pedestrian sport
with a ranking point open to all taking place mainly in the
countryside without the use of technical equipment such
as Alpine gear over a distance at least 20kms with a maximum
of no more than 30% tarred road.”
Now the pragmatist in me recognises that there needs to
be some structure if the trail running community wants to
advance the ‘sport’. But that definition is bollocks.
As Ultra 168’s Marcus Werner, who was at the conference,
questioned at the time: “No vertical kms or short mountain
sprints included in trail running?”
And there are many more omissions.
We run trail for varied reasons. Competitive types to win.
And compare themselves against things: others, times, their
past glories. And the key to scientific comparison is control.
Standards to measure against. And when you bound out
of those – hello Kilian’s Skyrun in the States, watch
shortcutting those switchbacks, mate, tut tut – you get
tripped up by the powers that be.
And I recognise the fact: even the hippiest of trailites wants
to know who’s the best. And why. And there must be lines
in the sand/dirt for that to be judged in any fair measure.
So I guess I’m not railing against the idea of a conference
or putting some shape to the sport we love, I’m just saying,
don’t put fences around the ideology of it. Don’t splinter
the trail running community the way the paddling community
is divided: you ever seen a bar room discussion between
a sea kayaker and a white water kayaker? It degenerates into
‘you’re not a real f’ing paddler’ pretty quickly.

I’m sorry, they both have paddles in their hands and they
both float on water in pumped up bathtubs. Ergo: paddlers.
And so, you step off a road, into the wilderness, singletrack,
double track...whatever, you are a trail runner. If there is
some form of raw earth underneath, you are a trail runner.
The rest is personal. It can be competitive. It can be spiritual.
It can be for body or for mind. Whatever it is, trail running
is yours. And mine. It’s not for administrators in lounge
jackets pontificating on committees to determine.
As Matt Ward posted on Ultra168’s live online debate:
“No one owns trail running, it is what it is and no body
or council is able to define its path, this is 2012, not 1990.
Of course there may be a Council which will be good in
a way for guidance for race organisers and the like, but that
will not stop hundreds and thousands of people just going
out there and, basically, trail running.”
(Ultra168s representative Marcus Werner concurred with
this view, for the record).
And from a man I call ‘Grasshopper’ posted recently on FB:
“When I hit the trail in the mountains, my body is in
tune, humbled and content...When all else would assume
exhaustion, pain and hardship – I find my body singing...
like a lullaby to my baby...” (Matt Cooper - ultra trail runner)
There’s a definition of trail running if ever there was
one right there.
I say: Matt Cooper for President of the Committee for
Trail Running World Domination.

CHRIS ORD,
THE ANTI-ESTABLISHMENT TRAIL RUNNER
chris@trailrunmag.com
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Don’t box me in
Reading Chris’s editorial (which I hope you have already done)
got me thinking. I totally concur with all that he and those he
quotes have to say about the ‘ownership’ of trail running and the
absurdity of trying to define what it is.
I’d like to build on that a little, for if we were to accept a single,
rigid definition of what trail running is, wouldn’t we de facto arrive
at a definition of what a trail runner is? This to me would not only
be equally absurd but also personally insulting.
Surely one of the great things about our ….er, sport…. er,
pastime…. er, recreation… is that it encompasses so much variety,
and attracts such a diverse bunch of people, all of whom live for
different aspects. For some of us its short distance, while for
others nothing less than an Ultra counts; we are competitive or
recreational; we like smooth, fast trail or slow, rough stuff; we like
to run close to the cities or in the wilds of remote mountains. The
variations on the theme are endless.
Trail running provides so many ways to define ourselves: “I’m a
bush runner”, “I’m an ultra runner”, “I’m a mountain runner”
etc. and in that respect the sport/recreation/pastime (see, same
problem again!) sets it apart from more rigidly defined activities
such as road running or triathlon.
But all this aside, trail running – in whatever shape, form or level of
intensity rings our own bells – helps define who we are as people. And
just recently I came to realise just how important that sense of identity
– that feeling of being part of a tribe – can be to our mental wellbeing.
I have been running off-road for well over 20 years but it’s only in
the last four years that it has become the main focus of my outdoors
time. And in those four years I’ve never had more than one or two
injury-enforced weeks away from the trail at a time. It has never
been long enough to loosen the tight connection that I feel I have
with others in my tribe. But recently, after returning from the epic
17-day long CoastPathRun in the UK, with acute tendinitis in my
shin and a body totally depleted of energy, I was forced to take an
unprecedented six-week break.
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The impact of that was in some ways entirely predictable – I put on
weight and I healed for a start. I also felt the familiar ‘post-epic
blues’ – a type of depression that anyone who has knocked off a big
goal that they have worked towards for many months will likely be
familiar with. But what I wasn’t prepared for – what I had never
experienced before – was the sense of disconnect from the wider
trail running community that I felt during that time off.
I read endless Facebook posts, looked on admiringly and jealously at
other people doing cool stuff on the trails, but somehow felt myself
to be an imposter – an outsider looking in – a Facebook stalker!
What I hadn’t realised was the extent to which my active (okay,
obsessive) participation in trail running, had come to define who I
was as a person. My sense of identity and self-worth, are, I became
aware, intimately tied to this. So while I enjoyed bonus time with my
family and eating and drinking anything that came to hand, a gnawing
sense of isolation grew inside me. The only way to break out of this
solitary confinement was, I knew, to get back to running trails.
The first few short runs of my comeback were on well-worn, local
trails that I knew intimately. They did little to alleviate my malaise. It
wasn’t until just a week ago, when I ventured out on the Whakapapaiti
Loop run (see Trail Guide later in this edition) that I felt that familiar
flutter of excitement and joy that comes from a great trail day.
For the first time in weeks I could look at myself and say “I am a
trail runner”.
It confirmed for me that my particular niche, within this fiercely
independent, proud and ungovernable tribe to which we all belong,
is that of Adventure Runner. It is me that has decided that; and
it is me that will make my own rules about how I will derive the
maximum benefit from it, not “administrators in lounge jackets
pontificating on committees” as Chris so adamantly stated.
Yours somewhat introspectively,

MAL LAW, NZ EDITOR
www.runningwildnz.com
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RACE READY
MEN’S EASY
SHORTS

JET BOIL
SUMO
RRP $229*

RRP $59

Note > The Sumo comes with
large pot only. Pictured
(and tested) is an additional
JetBoil Companion Cup
RRP $109.95

A stove? For a trail run? It’s enough to make you think that Jamie
Oliver has taken to making soufflés out on the singletrack…
True, the majority of your trail runs will not require you to lug
the JetBoil Sumo a-clinging and clanging in your already
stuffed-full hydro pack. But if you’re on a multiday adventure
run mission, or a serious ultra… you and your crew will need one.
I’ve used the Jetboil Sumo sitting on both sides of the ultra fence:
as crew on the 222km La Ultra, readying noodles high in the
Himalayas and as the runner, attempting to knock off a 145km
Indigenous-inspired adventure run in the deserts of Central
Australia. Talk about extremes: high (up to 5400m) and freezing
(snow blizzard) to hot (ground temp registered 48 degrees and
climbing) and humid. The Sumo didn’t miss a blaze in either.
In both instances, runners ran while the crew darted ahead
and cooked. Essential was a quick set-up, quick boil (4 mins
15 secs) and quick cook, to ensure that sustenance like soup
and noodles were ready when the runner trotted on by.
This is where the Jetboil comes into its own: super simple and
lightening fast to set up and one of the fastest burners on the
market. There are others, of course, that are fast on the flame,
but for adventure runners in particular, the Jetboiler has

unique advantages: an overgrown foam stubbie holder and slimline
handle on the outside of both small and large pots mean the
runner can keep moving while holding and eating their stew.
The pushbutton lighter means no fiddling with matches or worrying
about wind conditions – it reliably lights every time and the flame
adjustment means you have total control over simmer to boil.
Also great for the runner is a drink-through lid with pour spout
and strainer, meaning less mess on the run. And the choice of the
large pot or small means you can cook for just your ultra charge or
for both runner and crew (it’s important to keep the crew fueled!).
The only minor downside to the JetBoil Sumo is that the gas canister –
while available in most places world-wide where there are camping
stores (I got one in Leh, Kashmir, easily enough) – can be hard to
find in some super remote locales (which is where other systems fired
by more readily available fuels like metho can be better options).
Runners who do need to carry their own gear and require ultra
light will love the fact that this double set up is still only 453g + fuel
canister, which is also the most stable fuel option for running with.
For any adventure or ultra runner this has to be the stove of choice.

www.seatosummit.com.au
www.jetboil.com

Pockets on shorts. I’m not sure I’m sold. Well, I wasn’t. I couldn’t
get my head around whacking anything of any substance into a
flimsy mesh pocket only for it to jingle and jangle and dingle and
dangle around. Annoying.

Yet anything heavy I tried like an iPod (not that I usually run
with one) is just cumbersome and distracting as it bobs around;
the smallest of drink pods was less cumbersome but still
distracting. So what are these receptacles for?

Then I tried out Race Ready’s Easy Short. The light ‘MicroMove’
(ahhh marketing speak) fabric is undoubtedly as light and
comfy as anything on the market – I’d even say these are barely
there comfortable. The four inch seam gives ample freedom of
movement – meaning these are great for time spent on technical trails
where there’s lots of bounding about, long leaps, scrambling and
the like. The CoolMax liner – a mesh-like inner undie – is cool...
not chafing is a stretch. I’d say that depends on your body shape,
and whether you prefer ‘underpants’ or lyrca like garments
(compression wear or similar). I find the inner undies with their
unavoidable seams tend to bunch and chafe a little. If these came
with an inner lycra short, I’d be more impressed. Or even if they
had no inner undie, leaving that first layer choice to the wearer.

The answer is: gels. Light enough to not move around too
much, they are the perfect cargo and become instantly accessible
without slowing pace. Better yet for this little environmentalist,
they become perfect rubbish bins, too. I hate to see (insert lairy
energy gel brand) packets flung by lazy/inconsiderate/idiotic
trail runners scrunched into the dirt. So mandatory gear on all
trail runs should be some kind of short pocket like Race Ready’s
if only to ensure the Leave No Trace principles we all aspire to.

Then there are the only other obvious feature: the five rear
mesh pockets and two front pockets with Velcro fasteners. At first
I wondered: what do I carry in these?
The website says “ anything from small drink/fuel bottles to
gels, bars, keys, mp3 players, tissues and more!”

Of course the pockets are handy for other small items so long as
they are lightweight (wipes, zip-lock bag contained pills or lollies).
Shorts. There’s only really so much you can say... but of the offerings
out there, these tick three big boxes for Trail Run Mag: comfortable,
quick drying and environmentally responsible (assuming their
user is of that mindset). Race Ready also do a great range of wicking
tops, which are some of the comfiest I have worn on trail.

www.raceready.com.au/shop
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RRP $145

NATHAN
HPL 2.0
HYDRATION PACK
Coming in at only 280 grams (dry) it’s no surprise that you
forget that the HPL 2.0 hydro pack is clinging for dear life on
your back as you wrestle your body down a steep hill. The vest
style design is secure and snug, with little against-body movement.

the left pocket is great for phone/GPS or a couple of gels/bars and
a small area on the outside of the pocket to store salt tablets or the like.

The vest harness system is minimalist and breathable, with wide
straps that disperse loads effectively. Nathan uses a weight
balance system to reduce pressure on the shoulders including
the Torsion brace, made of an elastic plastic which allows the
pack to move as with your torso without losing tension: great
for technical terrain where lateral movement is an issue.

On the back in the main compartment there is enough room to store
the essentials (Jacket, Gloves, Bennie, and First Aid kit) in addition
to a full bladder. The smaller top compartment includes key clip and
enough room for extra bars, gels or phone. The overall storage of
the pack is 6.5lt (including 2Lt bladder), good for its small outer size.

It’s important to adjust the harness pre-run as it cannot be adjusted
(outside of sternum strap) on the run. A single sternum strap joins
the two sides of the vest, which also includes a hose lock to secure
the drinking hose when not is use. The sternum strap has the ability
to be moved vertically up and down the pack for a personal fit.
A smaller vestibule, the HPL 2.0 is more suited towards training
runs and races that don’t require a long mandatory gear list. It has
two storage areas on the back and two frontal pockets. At front,

On the right the pocket is made out of a very stretchy fabric and
secured with a toggle, perfect for a small water bottle <350ml or food.

PURE FREEDOM

While adjustability is good, larger runners may find this model somewhat
cramped. Runners with larger chests/shoulders and torso lengths may
find this vest too short and the pockets too high. Excess straps flap around
somewhat, with little option to tuck away. Helloo trusty rubber bands.

SUUNTO CORE

I would use this pack for training and racing up to 60km. For the
small to medium runner this pack is a good option.

Every great adventure starts from within. Freedom is a state of mind.

Tested by Caine Warburton

www.nathansports.com.au

The outdoor watch.
Every sport has its limits. It’s up to you to define them. Dynamic by
design. Powered by adrenaline. The Suunto Core is the essential
outdoor sports watch packed with the spirit of adventure.
Find your Core at www.suunto.com
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There’s something about a new trail race that is always alluring, like
an undiscovered diamond in the rough. And there are a few newbies
around these days. Locally you’ve the likes of the Hume & Hovell
(20 Oct. www.humehovellultra.com) and Surf Coast Century
(22 Sept. www.surfcoastcentury.com.au) ultras, two very different
looking propositions that both promise a unique time on the trail.
But sometimes, you want more than gums and goannas. Sometimes
you want to increase the exoticism. Sometimes up the altitude. And of
course boos the boast factor of being one of the inaugural runners.
Enter the Manaslu Trail Race, a multiday trail stage race slated
for November that is set to take competitors up and over 5000
metres, taking in 212km over seven days.
Part of the attraction is, of course the trails (no roads), all village-tovillage circling the world’s eight highest mountain: Manaslu (8156m).

The views will be to die for, if you don’t die in front of them
(oxygen’s gonna get thin). And then there’s the culture:
Nepal being renowned for the cheery mountain folk who,
subsistence farmers most, will think you’re a little crazy for
running through their mountains. Nevertheless, they’ll still
load you up on daal baht (rice and curry) and chia (tea) and send
you on your way for the next stage, which could take in anything
from lush valleys to glacial ravines and high windswept passes.
The longest day is just under a marathon, the shortest just
under a half. If the going gets tough, there will be plenty of
Buddhist Monasteries (some of which you sleep in) en route
to take a quick prayer wheel spin at.

Manaslu Trail Race > 212km / 7 days, Nepal
www.manaslutrailrace.org
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EVENT PREVIEW > CAPE BRETT CHALLENGE, NZ

Where will the power of

SmartWool comfort

CHECK OUT
WHERE YOU’LL
BE RUNNING

take you?

“Why don’t you organise it?”
They were ex-organiser Graeme Brown’s fateful words while out running
with Jan Danilo-Garbacki, in Kerikeri in the Bay of Islands region of
New Zealand. They were to be the spark that led to the re-establishment
of arguably the toughest run in Northland: the Cape Brett Challenge (CBC).
“The event hasn’t taken place since 2010, but with the current interest
in trail and off-road running, and such a great heritage bedded down
by Graeme, I figured it was high time the CBC was in the mix again,
an original back in the trail event fray,” says Jan.

This edition will comprise a 37km run (which takes in the iconic lighthouse),
a 17km Whangamumu loop run, and a 10km Kauri ridge run/walk. All races
will start and finish at the Kaingahoa Marae in Te Rawhiti, Bay of Islands.
Aside from an initial 4km road section for all routes, the remainder of
the terrain is along bush tracks offering significant climbing. The 37km
has in excess of 2000 metres ascent, the 17km route has some 700 metres.

© Tyler Stableford

The CBC took place on six occasions, the first outing in 2005, and
proved a popular draw back then, as Jan hopes it will again on its return,
planned for Saturday 27 April.

Entries open in October.

www.capebrettchallenge.com

Facebook

Merino Wool - the most dependable fibre there is
to keep you cool on the climb up, warm on the summit and
comfortable on the descent. With wool, your body will simply
work with greater efficiency. So, it doesn’t have to work as
hard, keeping itself cool, dry, comfortable and odour-free.
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Smartwool apparel and socks available at retailers nationally.

Visit seatosummit.com or email
smartwool@seatosummit.com.au

EVENT PREVIEW > HUME AND HOVELL ULTRA

— Hamilton Hume —


Harry Hill, historian, writer and bushwalker, is
intrinsically linked to the Hume and Hovell Walking
Track in NSW: he helped establish it and carried out
the inaugural walk along its length back in 1988.
Now he’s fascinated by the fact that people are going
to run his beloved route, which follows in the footsteps
of the original explorers who pioneered the way
back in 1924. For Trail Run Mag, he tried to update
his guide notes ready for those competing in the
inaugural Hume and Hovell 50/100 ultra, in October.
Words > Harry Hill * Images > courtesy Darrel Robins
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Between 1–10 November, 1824, Hamilton Hume (Australian born)
and William Hovell (English, ex-Sea Captain), as co-leaders, with six
assigned convict servants (Henry Angel, Thomas Boyd, James Fitzpatrick,
Claude Bossawa, Ben Smith and Samuel Bollard) were battling their way
through completely unexplored bush in southern NSW. They were under
orders from Governor Brisbane to find a way from Sydney to Bass Strait.
The leaders had each provided a cart and harness, and between them
five bullocks, three horses and a pack of hunting dogs. The convicts
were expected to walk all the way, but the Government had issued
each man with footwear and a “set of slops” – shirt, trousers and hat
– but, no tent, wet weather gear, or change of clothes.
Hovell kept a journal in which he made a daily entry depicting the
landform, the vegetation, the route of the day, wildlife seen, the
distance covered, the weather experienced and the time spent walking.
The spirits of the leaders were still high, those of the convicts not so
high as they still expected to be attacked by wild animals or natives and
they thought there was every chance of dying from exposure or hunger.

— William Hovell —


Happily, for all involved in the Hume and Hovell Expedition
of 1824 they did reach Bass Strait near today’s Geelong and return
to Sydney. It took them 16 weeks and they covered 1900km.
Now, in 2012, another expedition will cover the same bit of
ground. This time they will be on a marked route, they will
not be leaders and convicts; rather they will all be willing
participants ready to get from point A to pint B as quickly
as possible. They will be using the Hume and Hovell Walking
Track that was built as a Bicentennial Project in 1988. In total
it’s a 440km track that as closely as possible follows the exact
route of the 1824 explorers.
This time those visiting the area will be members of the Ultra
Marathon Runners Clan eager to run in one of two runs
planned for 20 October, 2012. There will be a 100km run from
Henry Angel Trackhead near Tumbarumba to Brandy Mary’s
Park at Blowering Dam and a 50km run from Jounama Dam to
Brandy Mary’s Park. There will be time limits on both runs.
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What follows are direct quotes from Hovell’s journal
and hypothetical responses from those who will be involved
in the 2012 ultra marathon.
The 1824 expedition was travelling South.
The 2012 Ultra Marathon Runners will be travelling North.

November 2, 1824, approaching Tumut River >
.....that it was only very lately, that the Natives had passed
up the river in the direction we are going, and that they had
Iron Tomyhawkes in their possession by the markes which
they had made on the Trees ... we came too for the night,
marking in all 11 miles.
2012 > The runners will be moving along the western edge
of Blowering Reservoir (Tumut River) with only a few
kilometres to cover to reach the finish at Brandy Mary’s Park.

November 4, 1824 >
I cannot but remark that for the last four days and nights
we have been tormented by Swarms of little Flyes, not larger
than a Flea, but wherever they alight they draw blood,
this by day, and large misquetres at night.
2012 > As the runners will have covered 95+, or 45+km,
at this point, it;s hoped that they will still have enough
speed left to be able to outrun the local insect wildlife.
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November 5, 1824 >
At Sun rise we started to ascend the Second Mountain, and after
getting within a distance of about one furlong from the top, we
found it necessary to unload the Beasts, and to take them to the top
empty, and for the Men to bring up their loads, it being too steep
for the Cattle to get up without being in danger every minnet of their
rolling down the side, had this been the case they must have been
dashed to pieces, it being at least one and half mile to the bottom.
2012 > The runners will be going downhill on this section of
Gurkeroo Ridge. Perhaps they will need to take a little extra care.

November 6, 1824 >
....day cool and Cloudy but towards the latter part showerey. Therm.
At sun rise 44 degrees. After brakefast proceeded on. Keeping as near
as possible about the Midlel of the range to avoid swampey Creeks
& Spring swamps ... the Land we have passed over today exceedingly
good, and the Timber moderately think but of the very best quality.
...between 11 & 12 o’clock we arrived at the end of the Range from which
place we saw Very highe and Mountainous countery ahead of us.
2012 > In the middle of Bago Forest – parts still a natural eucalypt
forest of Peppermint, Alpine Ash, Mountain Gum, Eurabbie
with an under storey of treeferns, wattles and other shrubs.
Timber is still being harvested, creeks and swamps abound.
Part of the walking track is on a former water race that took water
over 30km to Tumbarumba to be used to generate electricity.
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November 6, 1824 >
....incoming down the mountain we saw two black Wallaby’s
(inhabitents of rocks and Scrubbs only) & shot a young
hen pheasant (Lyrebird) which is exceeding good Eating.
2012 > Today’s runners are forbidden to eat the wildlife.
No doubt they will carry their own supply of energy
enriched snacks.

November 7, 1824 >
Having left the mountains the expedition team make their
way down Burra Creek and from the side of Big Hill they
will get their first sighting of the snow covered Western Face
of the Snowy Mountains. Cattle are much fatigued, from
their Journey yesterday, and their backs injured by the pack
Saddles. We remained all day to refresh and the people to
wash their clothes, killed one large kangaroo again tormented
by our new {but constant} companions the Small Fly and the
Misquetres, there is no getting rid of them, As they will stand
Fire, and Smoke.
2012 > Ultra runners are about to start on their 100
kilometre run which has to be done in less than 21 hours.
They will be keyed up, eager, exited, ready to go – but
they are asked to give a thought to the 1824 participants
whose frame of mind was totally different.

GET DIRTY.
Got a single-track mind?
Award winning Montrail shoes
exclusively from Macpac stores.

Harry Hill is author of the Hume and Hovell Walking Track
Guidebook and organiser of the Inaugural Walk of the Track in 1988.
The inaugural Hume and Hovell Ultra with 50km and 100km
options is on 20 October.

www.humehovellultra.com

New range for Summer 2012 available
exclusively from Macpac stores Australia
and New Zealand wide.

www.macpac.com.au
Photo © Kevin Winzeler
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Venturing out into the wilds for
a solo run can be a confronting
experience for anyone – but what
if the solitude is what your
trail spirit seeks? And what
if it’s in the pitch of night?
And what if something goes wrong?
Having run the Hillary
Trail solo, Kiwi Vicki Woolley
is in a position to argue the toss.
Words > Vicki Woolley * Images > Shaun Collins >
www.cabbagetreephotography.co.nz
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Sole
RUNNER
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“Around the time I was
training for Midwinter
Midnight Madness,
Brad Callaghan buried
his girlfriend in concrete
blocks on one of the
access tracks I was using.
He could have heard
and seen me coming…”

many people race out the door immediately after work for a quick 10km stretch
a couple of times a week: nothing unusual about that. A lot of people run
with a club weekdays then head out for a solo long run that fits around family
commitments on the weekend. Again, that’s all pretty unremarkable. So what do
I do differently that makes people roll eyes and refer to me as “the lone runner”?
Okay, so I do pretty much every run on my own – most of them in the bush,
and some are at night. I think the difference is in your perception of
solo running as a negative or positive. I don’t run solo because I have no
friends, or can’t get my schedule to fit with a club, or because I don’t want
to compromise my session goal. I run solo because that’s what I like to do.
This predilection has resulted in various criticisms ranging from ‘irresponsible,
reckless and naïve’ through to ‘selfish, socially inept and standoffish’ –
and there is probably an element of truth in all of those.
Undeterred, I began soliciting opinions from fellow runners, and reached
the conclusion that an individual’s disposition towards solo running comes
down to two things: desire for company, and perception of – coupled with
willingness to assume – personal risk.
People need people, but the extent to which a person is comfortable
being alone varies widely, both between individuals, and depending on
circumstances and objectives.
A fellow runner commented: “I would prefer to run alone when I’m out
to nail a goal, but there are days when I don’t leave the house because I can’t
stand my own company”.
Another hardcore trail runner flatly refuses to do ‘unsupported’.
He maintains that “it’s the smiles and encouragement that get you through”.

I’m about seven minutes into a long run and everything feels wrong: my
body is awkward and my gait out of ‘sync’; I’m messing around with my pack;
the sound of water sloshing around in the Camelbak is loud and irritating.
I know to be patient – everyone takes a few minutes to settle into their stride.
The only slightly unusual thing is that it is sometime after 10pm and
pitch-black in the Waitakere Ranges; sights, sounds and movements
are amplified. I concentrate on my breathing until the other discomforts
fade away. For a while I hear only my breathing and footfalls – unusually
loud – then they, too, become background noise and I start feeling the bush.
I love running alone at night.
Qualify that: I love running alone, day or night.
Running ‘solo’ and running ‘with people’ feel like completely different
sports to me. The former is time and space to reflect, plan, problem solve.
It’s simultaneously meditative and energising: in short, a restoration of sanity.
The latter is a social fix. Trail runners are an amazing bunch with a very
special and unique camaraderie, conversation rises and falls with the
gradient, problems large and small are turned over, advice freely shared, and
no person or deed escapes the ribald banter. Introducing new friends to the
many delightful aspects of trail running is one of the most rewarding and
delightful experiences I have ever had. Yet running alone feeds my soul.
When I began writing this piece on solo running, I started at what I thought
was an obvious place: defining ‘solo’ running. Immediately I was stuck:

I nodded, ruefully reflecting on my own surprising experience completing
the Hillary Trail solo and unsupported earlier this year. I had focused
on the technical aspects of a solo challenge in the lead up to this attempt,
giving little or no thought to the ‘people’ aspect.
Dropping into Huia after an hour and a half, I suddenly realised that
there would be no friendly faces, helping hands and encouraging words at
Whatipu – or for the next 12 or so hours. I felt uncharacteristically lonely...
you can run a lot of miles on a smile and a piece of homemade brownie.
Ten hours later I would have gladly welcomed company: without the
distraction of trail-talk, I was focusing heavily (and rather gloomily)
on my bodily discomforts, and it was a struggle to maintain pace without
fellow runners or an encouraging audience.
The risk management question is complex. It would be naïve to
underestimate the obvious dangers of running alone in any circumstance, but
clearly the risks increase as the environment changes from a 5km
city road run at midday to a four-hour singletrack bush run at night.
One committed running friend was exceptionally candid when he said
“I would never attempt solo off-road. I have a tendency towards clumsiness,
and it would just be foolish of me to even consider it”.
This man has a family relying on him (as do I), and I have tremendous
respect for his ability to be so objective in the face of his passion.
Assuming the risks inherent in solo running is an enormous part of the
attraction for me. However, it has taken one or two ‘close calls’ to fully
understand these risks and take appropriate mitigation.
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With some arrogance, I scoffed at friends and families who expressed
concern about my initial solo night time forays into the Waitakere Ranges.
Then, around the time I was training for Midwinter Midnight Madness,
Brad Callaghan buried his girlfriend in concrete blocks on one of the
access tracks I was using. He could have heard and seen me coming –
the first thing I might have seen is a spade at head height.
I had to eat a lot of humble pie in the weeks following that grisly discovery.
Equally sobering, a running buddy and I once stumbled on Trail Run Mag
editor Malcolm Law emerging from the bush with a badly sprained ankle.
Mal had taken an evil tumble on a particularly remote and technical track:
fortunately he was carrying extra food, at least three dry layers and
a robust first-aid kit, and had left a plan of intention with his wife.
Still, he was cold, shaken and worn out after a two-hour drag/walk/crawl
to a place where he could get assistance.
Again, I was forced to rethink my risk management strategy and while
I like to think I am better prepared now, the risks remain. Removing
them entirely would alter the challenge beyond recognition – much like
putting a chairlift up Everest: people would still go there, but not the
same ones who go there now *

Vicki Woolley was the first female runner to complete the tough
75km Hillary Trail solo without any crew support. She ran it in 15 hours.
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I’m not taking a shot at Kilian for being performance orientated,
by the way. In fact in the Salomon UTMB 2011 video he produced
one of my favourite running quotes of all time. After finishing and
winning, once again, he said in the sincerest voice “When you are
in the race, I think that it’s important to think about winning.
Once you finish… it’s… not important,” his voice quietly trailing off.
I am currently in the middle of reading the Electric Kool Aid Acid
Test, by Tom Wolfe. If you haven’t heard about this book, it’s a
journalist’s account of the time he spent with Ken Kesey (the author
of One Flew Over The Cuckoo’s Nest) and the Merry Pranksters,
a group of intellectual hippies who drove across America and back
in fluorescent school bus in a drug-induced exploration of human
consciousness. Although this group indulged in their fair share of
hedonistic debauchery, they did thoroughly explore the pursuit of
happiness and furthering the human mind. As they drove around
on the bus, Kesey and a few others used to sit on the bus and play the
flute at all the squares living their lives in a repetitive, day-to-day way.
The tunes they played from the flute reflected the squares behaviour.
If they person was hurrying along in a suit with a briefcase because they
were late for work, they would play in an upbeat and staccato manner.
If the person was moping along because they had job got fired from
their menial job, they would play in low, slow tones. They were not
mocking these people, and they knew that all of these city slickers
hopelessly trying to accomplish the American Dream just thought
they were freaks. The Pranksters knew that most people, apart from the
hip new intellectual generation, had no idea or understanding for
what they were actually doing and just dismissed them as circus clowns.
But the Pranksters in a way felt sorry for these people and their
constricted minds, because they knew the life they were leading
was not bringing them any closer to happiness. They knew that
their minds needed to be expanded beyond what the ordinary
nine to five life could offer, and find something extra-ordinary.
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The point for explaining this is that many runners reflect the
mental attitude of the Pranksters. The main difference is that
runners choose to indulge in endorphins, adrenaline and
serotonin, while the Pranksters chose pot, acid and speed.
As John Lennon rather poetically recalled ‘When I was five years
old, my mother always told me happiness was the key to life.
When I went to school, they asked me what I wanted to be when
I grew up. I wrote down ‘happy’. They told me I didn’t understand
the assignment. I told them they didn’t understand life’.
Without getting too existentialistic, surely one would have
to agree that personal happiness and contentment is a very
large part of one’s life. Selfish as it may seem, the importance
of doing things that makes one happy cannot be denied.
I’m guessing that everyone who reads this will definitely agree with
me that running makes them feel better. It is almost impossible to get
home from having gone for a run feeling less satisfied than you were
before you left. That is why we run. It makes us feel good, and it makes
us happy. Running is a very personal activity, and really only benefits
the runner themselves. It could be labelled as selfish, but that word
gives it negative connotations, which running doesn’t deserve.
I’m also sure everyone reading this knows the feeling on a difficult
climb, where you wonder if you’re crazy and why on earth you’re
actually doing this at 5am in the dark instead of sleeping, but then
you get to the top, stop and have a look at the view, and you remember
that this feeling of satisfaction is exactly the reason that you run.
I find it hard to gain motivation to run sometimes, just like
everyone else. I know the hardest part is getting out the door.
All I have to do is persuade myself to get outside and start
running, and the positive vibes will start flowing from there.
I left this article right at the end of that last sentence overnight, and
then this morning, when I was just messing around on my computer,

I saw that final sentence and thought I better go for a run. You just have to
get out there, into the moment. Enjoy each moment for what it is and take
each negative experience in your stride. Oh man, my socks are now wet
from splashing through that creek crossing. Oh well, getting grumpy isn’t
going to make my feet dry, so I may as well not get hung up on it.
Just keep moving forward, grooving with it all. Feeling the flow from one
experience to the next.. You are not heading towards your fate; you are
creating your own path. The future is not a place that we are heading to,
it is a place we are creating with every single thing that we do.
I often think to myself that something has been worth writing if it even
inspires only one person to do something more with their lives. I just
went running after reviewing this, so technically I have already achieved
that goal: I actually inspired myself. I went running. No sponsor (yet).
No video. Just a solitary trail run to the tune of the Pranksters playing
flute in my head (they chose an upbeat number).

”

‘Either you’re on the bus or you’re off the bus’ is what the Pranksters
constantly said, even after the bus ride was over. You either got what
they were doing or thought they were crazy. You had to be a part of it
to understand it. The Pranksters, through their scientifically dubious
experiments, had unlocked one pathway that can lead to happiness.
It so happens that their theories are parallel to that of long-distance
running. Only those who have tried it can really understand it.
So does it matter to me if you finish this article and go running?
I’ll never know. Only you will. As Wolfe said, capturing an allegory for
life’s fleeting nature: ‘It’s like a boulder rolling down a hill - you can
watch it and talk about it and scream and say SHIT but you can’t stop it.
It’s just a question of where it’s going to go.’

Read more of Anthony Bishop’s trippin trails at

sweet-vertical.blogspot.com.au
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LAST CHILD

on the mountain
Words > Anna Frost * Images > Courtesy Frost family.

It’s trail running, so she’ll not get rich quick from it,
but for current darling of the trail running world,
Kiwi Anna Frost, the competition she thrives
on and the ingrained love for mountains is
rooted in a childhood spent running wild in nature.
Here she scrapbooks for Trail Run Mag her
childhood memories in precious family photographs
and muses on two inextricably entwined passions.
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Travel and running: in a lifestyle with not much balance,
I’m glad to have these two cornerstones.

my marrow, infused by a childhood spend in their midst.
As an adult I wanted more.

I began my roaming ways early, nomadic parents whisking
me from my bassinette at six-months of age and on to a
flight bound for Papua New Guinea. I spent the first five
years of my life in that exotic, mountainous country, a period
only broken by the occasional family visit to the England.

That’s when I discovered that running could take me
further: deeper into valleys, higher above villages, to the
top of mountains. I found a new freedom and one with
a singular limit: me.

At the age of five, we returned to Dunedin, New Zealand.
But the travelling and exploring didn’t stop on the South Island.
We spent weekends away in our old blue Bedford bus, fishing
and tramping. We took long haul flights to Europe and
shorter flights to Thailand and Australia.
While I was studying at university my parents continued
their itinerant ways, taking cruise ships to the Artic, the
Antarctic and everywhere in-between. On some trips I was
lucky enough to hitch a ride, as a poor student is wont to do.
The wandering spirit was in my blood, the mountains in

I consider myself fortunate that living in a van is all I need
to be content. A van can take me to new places and from
there my feet take me onward, furthering the push into new,
unknown and wild places. It is these places where I feel most
at home. Perhaps that’s why I run to them.
On a recent trip to Europe, it was once again wonderful
to be woken in my camper by wandering cows, their
clanging bells signalling the mountain milk run was on.
Sunlight would stream in, the birds would sing happily.
I would open my eyes and instantly I was there, in the belly
of nature, lying on the doorstep of my passion. Just as
in childhood I was in a van, in the mountains. I was home.
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Donning my trail shoes, readying for a foray up whichever
mountain pass I’d happened to park in front of, I’d be
reminded not just of my five-year stint living and running
in Europe, when I travelled from trail race to trail race, eating
brie and baguettes and living off any prize money my legs and
lungs could muster, but also of those days as a freckle-faced
child when I would run with my sister from the blue Bedford,
into a paddock, parents letting us run wild, like gypsy children.
Today, far from aimless vagabonding, my travels are
given direction and purpose by my running. With a set
race calendar I plan a general route from event to event.

In between I am free to meander with friends in the
mountains, revelling in their many spirits, sometimes
running light and carefree, without any purpose,
like those two sisters seen in grainy photos.
As it was for that girl who grew into the life I now lead,
home is where the heart is. And my heart remains
steadfastly in the mountains and on roads across the globe,
but only ones that deliver me to a trail where my travels
can continue on.

Read more of Frosty’s trail musing on her blog
frostysfootsteps.wordpress.com

Four peaks, two days.
Chris Ord takes on a trail
challenge in Victoria’s
Grampians National Park
with an eye to grander plans.
Words + Images > Chris Ord

niatnuoMMasochist
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“The Grampians are
anything but hollow
when it comes to
sweet – if brutal –
singletrack to run on”

‘It’s not a race, Chris.’ My sensible but rarely listened
to self is chastising me as Jess steams on ahead.
‘But it could be.’
My other, more competitive self goads back.
‘It bloody well should be,’ they both resonate.
At least my opposite selves agree on something.
My third self just wishes they’d stop their nattering,
the mental noise off-putting as I huff up the granite
incline, sweating profusely, swearing more so,
berating myself for even thinking that inviting a
world champion of any discipline would do anything
but rapidly dismantle my ego and instantly call
my bluff that I could actually complete this mission.

Thing is, I’m a only five hundred metres in on the morning’s trail,
part of a two day line-up of that will see me and two-time World
24-Hour Mountain Biking Champion Jess Douglas track from
one end of the 168,000-hectare Grampians National Park to the
other, conquering its four highest peaks in the process.
‘It could be, it should be…maybe one day it will be a race.’
Natter, natter the noggin drifts to grandiosity again. Yet that’s the aim
of this folly: to recce a ‘dream’ trail course in the Grampians for a (for
now) non-existent race, one that would test the grittiest of trail runners.
The Grampians National Park (traditional name: Gariwerd) is
a north-south stretch that coddles in its contour lined bosom four
major ranges: Mount Difficult, Mount William, Serra and Victoria.
It’s far from the highest massif in the state, with Mt William only
topping 1167 metres, but its Devonian-era sandstone rises up into
some of Victoria’s most iconic rock formations; the Pinnacle and
the Balconies lookouts being some of the state’s most recognisable
stoneware landmarks, second perhaps only to the Twelve Apostles.
Even so, I’d long held the Grampians in contempt as being a faux
adventure playground. There seemed to me something hollow
about a wilderness surrounded on all sides by flat, fenced farmland.

It’s as though the only reason it remains laden in Stringybark,
Red Gum and ferns, is because colonial settlers just couldn’t be
bothered to go the chop – after all, cows don’t climb.
But as my wife says (often and correctly), I was confidently wrong –
the Grampians are anything but hollow when it comes to sweet –
if brutal – singletrack to run on.
I can see that now as I look up at the orange and blue-grey stone
palate looming above us on the run up the flanks of – as it happens –
Hollow Mountain, in the park’s far north. The wave-like vision seen
through a waterfall of sweat beading off my brow is a popular rock
climbing spot for rope monkeys. For trail runners it’s a mishmash
of incline running up broad stone slabs, twisting trails through tea
tree scented brush and rock hopping up (and back down) gnarly
paths marked by the occasional red or yellow arrow.
Our first blood-pumping dash initiates our so-called End-to-End
Grampians Adventure – the park’s first, if informal, adventure race,
and one that in due course will instigate the flame for establishing
one of Australia’s hardest trail events. A race – or races – that will
attempt to knock off four of the Park’s pristine peaks.

“I just kept going,” she says of
her first World Championship
win. “One per cent.
It was my one per cent
that won that title.
It was one per cent that
the other girls didn’t have.”

“Not a race, Chris. Repeat. Not a race.”
Jess is still steaming. Up the rocks, down them. She’s nimble and
her mountain biker thighs, taut, almost glowing in strength,
work easily over the terrain. These are the same thighs that
pumped near continuously over 24 hours, lapping a 20kilometre course of single trail, to win the World Solo 24hour Mountain Biking Championship in Canberra and then
backed up with a double, winning this year in Italy. Hers are
legs conditioned to high intensity endurance and extended
periods of pain. They are used to ‘up’. My legs are frog-like:
skinny and nimble but quickly leaden with lactic acid.
I am, however, relishing my thigh’s early call to arms, screaming
blue murder as it is. Jess, her body working well under capacity,
is breathing easy enough to relish the views from atop a windchilled Mt Stapylton. The expansive vista eases out to the
northeast over farmland and back south down the Grampians’
spine. Having done my map research, I know the name of the
range we’re now looking at, and I know it’s no idle threat: in the
distance, Mount Difficult is to be our second peak for the day.
The run down Stapylton is more of a controlled fall,
hopping between rocks, over logs, across a creek, weave,
weave, place the foot, next step, watch the branch, DUCK!
Then my ankle rolls.
Ahead, Jess is concentrating on trail breaking of the appropriate
kind. I muffle a moan that comes from my gut as much as my lungs.
“You good?” Jess yells back.
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“Mmmmmphhh. Yup, fine.”

Words then batter against my sense of self-preservation,
which is warning me to stop: “I. Don’t. Like. Can’t.”
Discussing her rise in the mountain biking world, and her approach
to endurance sports, Jess had last night been forthright in her
opinion of quitting.
Thus I muster the ‘can can’.
‘Can. I can keep going. It’ll be right. My ankle will come good.’
Gingerly I keep running, my pace and aggression toward the
trail somewhat curtailed.
Bloody-minded stubbornness is another key endurance
athlete trait. Without it, you quit.
My mind wanders to my grand idea of an endurance trail
run event in these parts and where I’d find competitors with
enough bloody-mindedness to have a crack.
Maybe Jess is one of them.
“I just kept going,” she says of her first World Championship
win. “One per cent. It was my one per cent that won that title.
It was one per cent that the other girls didn’t have.”
Jess is spot on. While she’s undoubtedly super fit, and her technical
skills are brilliant, that critical one per cent is all in the head. It is a
mental strength to keep pushing for and adding up all those one per
centers. It gets her to the top of the hill. It gets her home. Usually first.
If my ankle can just feel one per cent better in the next kilometre,
I can make it back to the hostel today, too. And so I go into
my hole of hope, shutting down thoughts, concentrating solely
on landing that left ankle, praying away the twinges.

As my ankle slowly numbs with adrenaline, we feather down through
the bush and off Stapylton, before hopping onto mountain bikes
for a sweep down fast flowing fire roads to the start of the next trail
run and a crack at peak number two.
A few paces into the trees and ‘up’ returns with a vengeance.
Mt Difficult awaits but not before a crushing 808-metre climb.
My conditioning, or lack thereof, smacks me hard as I take long,
vertical leaps up rock steps. I can feel every muscle fibre pulling like
a tension bridge about to snap as each bound transforms all too
powerfully into gale force cramp. Like overstretched sponges,
my quadriceps and calves squeeze out nothing but pain.
Now, Jess is a mother of one. Ergo, she mothers. Not in the way that
annoys. In the way that she has a spare towel for you (I’d forgotten
mine); in the way she has spare chafe cream (I’d forgotten mine);
in the way she has spare electrolyte powders (I’d forgotten mine).
I’d also forgotten to hydrate over the last stretch. I could be accused
of forgetting to train, too, but no amount of gratefully received
mothering can help that now.
Instead, she just mothers me up the mountain, peppering our run/
walk with positivity and ordering me to stop every five minutes to
drink fluids. When my hydration pack runs dry, she’s quick to offer
her mouthpiece.
Eventually we top the boulder-strewn peak of Mount Difficult –
two down, two to go – and scan down the V-shaped southern spines
of the eponymous range. The summit is ours alone and offers
an airliner’s view over Lake Wartook, on the far side of which is
our penultimate target for the day: Baroka Lookout.
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“Longest two kay
I’ve ever run!” I shout to Jess.
Steepest two kay, too.

Blown ankles and leg cramps locked deep in the cellar of ‘ignore’,
we almost skip down from Mt Difficult, energised by the thought
that this is the last trail run of the day; once down we’ll hop the
mountain bikes and pedal our way into Halls Gap, a hot meal and
sweet sleep in the local YHA ecohostel.

“So they walked south about 20kms through two rivers and up
to Mt William for the night. This was in July – the dead of winter.
They survived by lighting moss and moving it on and off rocks
they then lay on to keep warm. Two of the party never recovered
and were sick for the rest of the journey.”

Before such sweet relief, the plan is to rendezvous for a third time with
Aaron Davis, our local adventure expert and shuttle runner. Owner
of adventure outfit Venture EA, Aaron was born in these parts and,
if his zeal is any indicator, born to explore and celebrate the limits
of high intensity adventure. Aside from regular adventure tours,
he specialises in taking groups – including the likes of the Essendon
AFL team – bush and setting them physical challenges that would
make a Legionnaires Lieutenant shudder. He’ll employ any discipline,
including trail running, find a suitably grand setting and unfold
the most intense bush boot camp you’re ever likely to contemplate.

History records that it was an overcast sky that greeted the party
in the morning.

It was Aaron’s local knowledge that I relied on only 24 hours earlier
as we perused maps and developed ad-hoc our two-day trail course.
Mirroring Jess’ excitement, Aaron was fizzing at the potential,
the possibility of what we were conceiving. In fact, he had already
been dreaming of a race of sorts for the Grampians.
“My ideas for the Grampians are inspired by the like of the Three
Peaks challenge in the UK,” says Aaron, pointing out on the
Grampians map the peaks he would supplant in place of Britain’s
Scafell, Ben Nevis and Snowdon. “But here, the peaks are all in
one place – logistically easier,” he notes.
Another of Aaron’s ideas is to roughly trace the route of Major
Thomas Mitchell (1792-1855), the hardened Scottish explorer
and Surveyor-General of the fledgling Australian colony,
who traversed western Victoria in 1836.
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“He named the Grampians,” says Aaron. “His party was headed
west from near where Stawell is today towards Mt Arapiles.
As Mt William was the highest point, they bee-lined for the summit
planning to survey from it, plotting distances from other peaks they
had passed, including the Pyrenees, and hoping to see the ocean.

“The cloud never lifted so they didn’t even see the great ‘Gap’
heading south.”
Should Aaron’s own event notions ever be realised, it won’t
be for first-timers.
“I often thought of making punters wear the same gear, doing
the same course as much as possible with the same resources.”
And wait for it…
“I’d hold it at the same time of year - winter - as a great
‘early explorers’ challenge.”
This is the man I have put my trust in to get us through the
Grampians in one piece.
Which may not happen, but it’s not his fault. By our reckoning
it is two kilometres down Mt Difficult to our meeting with Aaron.
“Longest two kay I’ve ever run!” I shout to Jess. Steepest two kay, too.
“We need an elevator to get down from here,” says Jess. A steep,
knee-shattering descent past some head turning geography, and
we exit at Troopers Creek campground. Yes, it was the longest two
kay I’ve ever done. Four in fact. We’d taken the wrong trail. We’re
on the wrong side of Mount Difficult range. Aaron is waiting
for us on the other side, out of mobile phone contact. The wall
of rock looming between us also cuts our two way radio contact.
We’re stranded. I’m out of water. Again. Light is fading.
Some trail runs (although not all) have navigational challenges.
We just failed ours.
We decide to run down the road in the direction Aaron would
come if he figures out our blunder. Which he does, eventually.
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The following morning’s trail run up Mount William is a short
one – only four kilometres – but given this is the highest peak
in the Grampians, it squishes in a thigh-melting ascent from
300 metres to the peak at 1167 metres, an average of 200
vertical metres every kilometer, or a 20 per cent grade climb.
With this in mind I start sprouting my excuse theory: “Pro trail
runners often say you should never actually run up a steep hill,
but stride it,” I say, slowing down to a stride. “Apparently you
use more energy in the bounding of trying to run uphill
but don’t go any faster than if you stride,” I put my case to Jess.
Either she believes me, or she’s feeling sympathetic because she
slows her impressive pace and we meander up the mountain,
me serendipitously finding numerous views to stop and admire.
One at five-minute intervals as it happens.
Atop Mt William – Mitchell would be shocked to see picnickers
and a car park – we suck down some refreshing orange quarters
handed over by Aaron, before slipping away down the sixkilometer downhill. For the first and only time during the
entire outing, I glimpse Jess’ weakness (she’s seen plenty
of mine, so I have no compunction about revealing hers):
she stops mothering me and starts mothering her knees.

Gently, gently she trots while I stretch my gait, and start feeling
the flow and thrill of trail running. You have to look up and
ahead, not down; watch where you want to go, and trust that
while your eyes look ahead, your brain is processing information
gathered a second ago to tell your feet and hands where to
place now. There is a flow, a rhythm, but unlike regular running
your mind can never switch to autopilot. There’s terrain
analysis and strategy going on at pace. Even the skill of urban
parkour comes into play as you push off boulders, duck, weave,
using your upper body almost as much as your lower. If you get
it wrong, the consequences will be felt in a crunching to earth.
Yet geography is dramatic and sets this as a prime if unheralded
place for trail running. There are plans afoot to use many of
the sections we’ve covered in the last two days, along with newly
built link-ups, to create what could be an iconic multi-day trek
(I say trail run) north to south taking anywhere from 7–14 days.
Of course, an (ultra) trail runner worth their body salt would
knock it off in less than 48 hours…wouldn’t they?
Back in the valley, we ride in Aaron’s vehicle to the base of
our final challenge; a mountain called Abrupt but better
described as just plain rude.

THE REVOLUTIONARY ENERGY
GENERATION UCAN
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“I trot, then walk, then hobble,
finally reaching the false
summit to be greeted by
one of the best views of the trip”

Aaron decides to run this one with us and as the day’s light fades
we work our way slowly up the switchback. Jess is still running.
I trot, then walk, then hobble, finally reaching the false summit
to be greeted by one of the best views of the trip, back north into
the national park we’d just run through over two days.
Atop Abrupt, scanning the farmlands to the east, Aaron relates
how back in the day here, the farmers were hardened men, “not
like today, with your office jockeys who get their weekend dose
of exercise on a footy field and that’s about it. These were men
who, when their heavy wooden cart broke a wheel, had to lift the
whole cart by hand to repair it. They endured day after day in
a harsh environment, working their land. Then they went and
played football on the weekend.”
Aaron, it seems, longs for a time when these parts were home to
more hardened souls. Perhaps they would have been the type of
mountain men and women with constitutions tough enough to
handle a Grampians Four Peaks Mountain Masochist trail run.

FURTHER. FASTER.

WANNA HURT YOURSELF?
Aaron will get his dream: the Grampians Mountain Masochist is to
become a reality with an almighty 100-mile ultra and a multi-day trail
race to be conducted simultaneously late in 2013, dates to be confirmed.
Prior to that, Aaron will team up with Adventure Types – the mob behind
Trail Run Mag – to run a multi day (non competitive) trail tour based on
the primary course in March 2013. Anyone looking for a grand adventure
(and perhaps write themselves into folklore behind the Mountain Maso)
should get in touch for further details or to register interest in taking one of
the limited places available on the tour > chris@trailrunmag.com

SLIPSTREAM GL JACKET

BIONIC LONG SLEEVE

THE WORLD’S LIGHTEST WINDPROOF JACKET

YEAR ROUND MOUNTAIN BASE LAYER

MAPS > Northern Grampians (1:50,000) and Southern
Grampians (1:50,000), both part of the Outdoor Recreation
Guide series published by Geocentric Datum of Australia.

More information on the Grampians National Park at
www.parkweb.vic.gov.au
www.visitvictoria.com.au/grampians

WWW.MONTANE.COM.AU
Montane Lakeland 100, Walna Scar pass, 5658m of ascent and 95.8 miles to the finish line

font of knowledge
In the Pyrénéan town of Font Romeu,
some of the world’s best trail runners
– including a bunch of Antipodeans –
reflect on the question: why run?
Words > Jim Robinson * Images > Jim Robinson + Damian Rosso
www.droz-photo.com

Image > Markus Berger / bergermarkus.com
“Mountains have taught me a great deal, I owe them who I am.”
Words written by the Trail King: Kilian Jornet, winner of the Western
States Endurance Run, the Ultra-Trail du Mont-Blanc and The
North Face 100, among a long list of others. Yet despite his pantheon
of achievements on the trail, none register as his prime motivator.

“Records and times should only be important whilst running.
Once back at the bottom, they should vanish,”
reflected the remarkable 25-year-old Spaniard.
Kilian’s branded brethren – all cut from the Salomon International
cloth – represent 23 nations and a who’s-who of the sport, including
Adam Campbell (Canada), Zhanna Vokueva (Russia), Ryan Sandes
(South Africa), Emelie Forsberg (Sweden), Dimitris Theodorakakos
(Greece), Tom Owens (Great Britain) and Claire Price (Hong Kong).
Of course there’s an Aussie/Kiwi twang floating among the clan
with New Zealand’s Anna ‘Frosty’ Frost, Jonathan Wyatt and Mick
Donges just a few Southerners on team.

Frost first travelled from her hometown Dunedin to Europe
in 2005, and as anyone who follows any trail running Facebook
page would know, now races across the globe. Her 2012 wins
alone have included the Speed Goat 50km, in Utah, USA;
Maxi-Race 88km, in Annecy, France; and TransVulcania
Ultra Trail 50 mile, in La Palma, Canary Islands.
Former Wellingtonian and now Italian-based Wyatt scarcely
needs introduction, a six-time World Mountain Running
Champion and two-time Olympian who at 39-years-old is still
competing at the top of the sport. By contrast, it’s only two years
since the nomadic Donges from New South Wales took up trail
running in a serious way. He, too, is racing at the sharp end
Down Under having won the Tarawera, and came to the European
summer season with high hopes. One of his less competitive
forays was Kilian’s Classik, named for the man who is now
eponymous with the new wave of the trail running movement.

Under a clear sky earlier this year, trail runners professional and
otherwise gathered with an international group of media at the town
of Font Romeu, 1800 metres up in the French Pyrénées. It’s a location
blessed with mountain panoramas and every type of trail running from
precipitous rocky slopes, to open forest, to meandering alpine grassland.
No surprise then that, as well as being where Jornet grew up, Font
Romeu has long been a high-altitude training base for Olympic athletes.

Later that evening, a media conference with all the athletes opened
with the question: why do you run? Each athlete had a singular
take on personal motivation. But between them, they still
connected on what makes trail running different from other forms.

The reason, the magnet, for this particular gathering from around the
globe was the Kilian’s Classik: two days of trail running with 45km,
26km and 10km events. As the name suggests, the Classik was borne
of Jornet’s inspiration, and represents the opportunity runners of any
prediliction to partake in the pleasure and challenge of trail running.
Around the racing, the Salomon team and other guests had several days
to to talk, to laugh, to commune around their passion for trail running
and muse on the shared energy that sends them to run in mountains.

“I love trail running because I love feeling free,” said Mick Donges.

Not once did they talk of ‘winning’. Not once of conquering
anything other than one’s own goals. Time and again, they talked
of freedom and connection. And of space.
And Jonathan Wyatt: “I love being closer to nature”.
Adam Campbell drew a comparison between trail running and
surfing, both sports founded on experience and escape.

“In the modern world, so many of us are disconnected with who we are.
Trail running is the best way to reconnect with who I am,” said the Canadian.

“It’s like a week of oxygen. A non-serious week where people can
have a short run or a long run [each day] and relax in the mountains.
To have pleasure, and then after this week, to restart the season,”

From Hong Kong trail runner, Claire Price:

mused Gregory Vollet, a former French mountain bike international
who now manages the Salomon team.

“You can do it anywhere. There’s not a lot of fuss and you can
get to some great places. It’s very natural, if I don’t do it, I really miss it.”

On the first full day, we looped through the forest behind Font
Romeu, and slugged up a viciously steep grassy slope overlooked by
a ski field chairlift, before dropping back through the forest to town.

Ryan Sandes talked of testing oneself. But in the context of the personal
realm, rather than a comparative one. “I love to be able to push your
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“I feel very lucky. There’s a feeling of freedom and simplicity”.
Similarly, for Tom Owens:

mental and physical boundaries. You can discover a lot about yourself.”

Two days after that press conference, we were racing the Kilian’s Classik.
Jornet, Vollet and Owens sped away with the main race, eventually finishing
together, but for the rest of us, the hundreds of other trail runners, that was
an aside. For me, there was the start, where we ran eager up the main street,
lungs shocked by thin air, trying to get ahead of the logjam of runners onto the
trails. There was the first clear view ahead to the high peaks, and the knowledge
that that’s where the race was headed. There was the ten minutes of upward
zigzag track too steep to run, unless you’re a Jornet or Wyatt, hands on knees
trying to hold heart rate down and gasping in check. There was grinning
my ‘bonjour’ to three elderly hikers, and having their cheers in return.
There were the feed stations, crowded round by cheering spectators and
tables loaded with fuel for the challenge. There was the lake shining, cowbells
clanging, the dry creek bed with the best route to choose and boulders to jump.
Alpine marsh, more lakes, flowers. There was slowing to spot the ties of the
course marker tape through the trees with no track, and the pleasure of
navigating it clean. There was the grass descent so steep you just had to whoop
as you sped like a rolling stone to the valley. There was the surprise steep uphill
with 7km to go and the satisfaction of realising that, unlike some others on
trail, there was gas yet in my tank. There was the buzz of the crowd back up the
main street. There was crossing the line. And there were plenty more reasons *

www.traildefontromeu.com
New Zealander Jim Robinson has been a freelance writer
for 20 years and loved running for over 30.

Q+A > SHONA STEPHENSON

WHO WOULD HAVE THOUGHT THAT
GYMNASTICS, NETBALL, PREGNANCY, A BALD
HEAD, MIDDLE CHILD SYNDROME AND
FASHION DESIGN COULD BE THE
COMBINED CATALYST FOR BECOMING
A TOP END TRAIL RUNNER? MEET SHONA
STEPHENSON, A POCKET TRAIL ROCKET...
YOU WEREN’T A REALLY
ROAD RUNNER LET ALONE A TRAIL RUNNER…
WHAT TURNED YOU TO DIRT?
A while back I shaved my head to raise money for the Leukaemia Foundation,
as one of my friends had it as a child and was re-lapsing in his thirties.
So my long brown locks were shaved off and I raised $1500. I then decided
that running a half marathon would be the best way to get the rest of the
baby weight off after having my second child and to also feel good about
myself while having no hair. How hard could a 21km run be?
I ran only 14 months after having my second child with eight weeks of
moderate training. I couldn’t run up any hills in training as it hurt my knees so I
just ran the flats pushing my kids in a stroller. I ran in the most pain I’ve ever felt
in a road run and finished in 1:46 and it almost killed me. My knee was buggered,
my hips were killing me. It took me a week to be able to walk again.
I was broken but hooked on running. I decided that to get faster and to
prevent injuries in my knees and hips I needed to get stronger. What could
make me stronger? Trail running. That should toughen me up I thought.
I then entered The Great Nosh trail run (East Lindfield, NSW) three weeks later.

Interview > Zac Braxton-Smith
Images > Lyndon Marceau + Michael Leadbetter
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WAS TRAIL RUNNING WHAT YOU EXPECTED?

YOU’RE KNOWN TO BE FIERCELY COMPETITIVE…

No, I was again clueless. It was the hardest race I’ve ever competed
in at that stage. The picture on the website looked like all you
had to do was run along a smooth dirt path. I went out fast
as always - it’s just what I do - and I ran about 6km and climbed
up onto the Roseville Bridge and I was seriously blown up.
Nothing left in me. If I had a mobile phone and some cash
or credit card I would have caught a taxi out of there. I had
no way of letting my Dad know where I was as he was picking
me up at the end. The only way out was to run. I ended up
finishing, but I was kicking myself that I had to walk just before
the finish line. I vowed: never again would I not know the
course or the amount of kilometres I’d covered. I now like
running with maps in my hands and GPS watches.

I love to race. I love to compete. I love the feeling of hitting my
splits in a race. I always race for splits or personal goal first.
I’m a bit of a control freak and I need to know how I am going
while I’m racing otherwise I get complacent. If my race plan gets
me a win, then awesome. If it gets me a place I’m pretty happy too.
Whoever can beat me on the day they deserve it and I always
have full respect for those who can beat me. I usually want to
be their friend and training partner then (laughs).

WHAT HAS SHAPED THAT INTENSE DRIVE?

DID YOU EVER GO BACK FOR ANOTHER NOSH?

I guess is that I was that annoying middle kid (one of three girls)
with a chip on her shoulder who was always trying to prove herself
to her parents and friends. I was always in trouble. I ended up
excelling in sport as a kid. If I won a netball game, a race or won
an apparatus in gymnastics I had my dad’s full attention and I
loved it. And sport kept me out of trouble. So I wanted to win again.

My Dad asked me if I’d ever run it again as we watched everyone
come out of the bush bruised, muddy and bloody. I said no way!
The next year I didn’t run it. In 2010 I came second and in
2011 I won. This year I ran the Glow Worm Tunnel Marathon
instead. I love seeing how I can improve my times from year
to year. It is what keeps me motivated.

Even when I was in my final year at fashion design college it
was all about competition: I won the Smirnoff Design Award,
Cue Design Award, Oroton Design Award, Peter Lang Design
Award, Formica Design Award among others. I then worked
for Cue as one of their designers and patternmakers before
running my own wholesale label at the age of 21.

HOW HAS MOTHERHOOD IMPACTED YOUR
ABILITY TO MAINTAIN THAT DRIVE?
Having my children gave me a chance to re-assess life and my career
and I have made my passion for exercise my profession (I’m now
a personal trainer). Some people say that having kids holds women
like me back. In a way it has saved me from my own workaholic
tendencies. I moved away from a career as a fashion designer
and into a rewarding role as a personal trainer so I could be
around to bring up and look after my children. I adapted.
I have one of the best jobs, being my own boss in my company
Great Outdoor Training. I love to help people get fit and healthy,
and in turn for what I give my clients, running them up countless
hills, stairs, laps, it has made me into a great ultra runner.

SO YOUR CLIENT PT SESSIONS COUNT AS TRAINING?
Definitely. I love to teach people how to run. I love getting people
on a trail, especially mums who would never dare run out in the bush
on their own. I give them the confidence and training they need
to do an event, usually the 50km coastal trek (in the Royal National
Park, NSW). I run 30-plus sessions a week and 20 of those sessions
will be “run” sessions so I will be moving with my client for 45min.
It’s a mix of slow long distance, hills and intervals, all done at an
easy pace for me. I also run to and from some sessions in the week.

WHAT ABOUT TRAINING OUTSIDE THE DAY JOB?
Every week I’ll add in an interval session of 60 to 90 minutes on grass
or dirt as well as a hill session or bike session to work my quad strength.
I swim one or two times per week too. I split my weekend training
into a two to three week rotation depending on the upcoming event.
Week one will be a location trail run ( Blue Mountains, Ku-ring-gai
National Park or Royal National Park); week two will be a two-hour
recovery run preferably on grass, or a bike ride; week three will be a long
bike-ride like the three Gorges or West Head. I also enjoy racing a lot.
So I enter lots of races from 10km-100km, as long as they’re on a trail.

ONE OF THOSE RACES WAS THE GREAT NORTH WALK
100K (GNW) AT WHICH YOU BROKE THE COURSE
RECORD BY MORE THAN TWO HOURS. DO YOU
CONSIDER THAT YOUR ‘ARRIVAL’ ON THE TRAIL SCENE?
I was stoked with GNW. Everything went to plan. A lot of people say
that when they had the best race of their life, they didn’t feel any pain.
But I hurt. I had shin splints leading up to the event and an ankle
injury. So I knew things were going to flare up. I was running along
and something would start hurting. I’d just acknowledge it and say
‘oh, there’s something nice to think about right now’. And then I’d
slightly alter the way I run and something else might hurt a little bit.
So I said to myself ‘oh that’s a new sort of pain, I’ve never felt that
one before’. I have a funny feeling that your brain can only focus on
one item that’s sore at once. When you go into an event, you know
it’s going to hurt, you know that either ‘ok, my hamstring’s going
to flare up or ‘my dodgy ankle that pops out of its joint now and then,
well that’s going to hurt at some stage’. You know that things are going
to hurt on your body, it’s just a matter of when they start hurting.
The key to being able to run so far is to acknowledge your pain.
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WHAT HAS BEEN THE BIGGEST REVELATION
YOU HAVE HAD THROUGH TRAIL RUNNING?
That my mind must have positive thoughts in it at all times
when I am running. If a negative thought pops into my head,
especially on a climb, I’ll no longer be running but walking.
Maybe even crying. I like to say to myself and to my kids:
“Nastiness gets you no where”. I live by that. I teach my kids
all types of phrases like “Toughen up princess” (because I have
two girls) and “Pain does not last forever...only a little while.”
This works when they have had a fall and for me when
I am climbing. My kids say those quotes to other kids when
they have had a fall. It’s so funny. Another good one is
“Accept the pain and the pain will go away”. It’s hard to teach
my kids the last one though.

BIGGEST BLOW OUT OR DISAPPOINTMENT?
It’s pretty hard to disappoint me. I probably have not been
running long enough to have one. Maybe it’s if I don’t
run a personal best. I’m always mindful not to be too tough
on myself. If you are injured or sick and you don’t manage
a PB well, that’s life. Rest up there is always another race.
I’m lucky because my weakness is my climbs. Each year
I seem to be getting better at climbing. When I first started
running I could not run up a hill. It just hurt too much.

SO WHAT ARE YOUR STRENGTHS?
Downhills. I love scaling anything technical downhill, or a big,
wide, open firetrail downhill. I used to be an elite gymnast
as a kid, so I’ve got pretty good balance with landing and
I just find it really easy just to bound off things. I just go
for it, let my body go and let my legs run underneath me.

Q+A > SHONA STEPHENSON

YOU WERE AN ELITE GYMNAST & REPRESENTATIVE
NETBALLER – WHY DID YOU GIVE THAT AWAY?

YOU RECENTLY STARTED THE GREAT WEBSITE
WWW.TRAILRUNNINGAUSTRALIA.COM.AU

I was doing over 20 hours of gymnastics a week when I was only 11,
on top of playing netball. After a few incidents I wisened up to
the fact that you get injured a lot in those games, so I decided
to stop. When I was still involved in both sports, I would play
netball for my local club, running up and down the court for the
whole match, and then I’d go to gymnastics afterwards. Then the
following day, I played eight to 12 half-games of rep netball. I’d
end up running for four or five hours, just up and down the court
all day. So running all day long comes naturally to me. If I wasn’t
a personal trainer now, I’d probably send my husband insane.

I was writing a blog and was amazed that people wanted to read
my running stories. My blog was starting to become more than
just about me. I wanted get other trail runners’ stories heard.
I’ve learnt so much off listening to my peers, so I decided to set up

SO YOU’RE AN EVENTS QUEEN RATHER THAN
A RECREATIONAL TRAIL RUNNER?
I like racing against the best. So if I know that some great calibre
runners are going along to a race, I would love to go and race
against them, just to see how I match up. I’m never as pushed
unless I’m running against someone like Beth Cardelli or Angela
Bateup or Julie Quinn. I like to go out fast, and I like to go
out at the front. I just get too excited in the first two kilometres
and I just have to use that good energy and go. After that,
I just try and hang on for as long as possible. And one day
I’ll stay up there! It’s just a matter of building up my endurance.

www.trailrunningaustralia.com

I enjoy interviewing other runners and finding out how they tick.
I want to help grow trail running as a sport in Australia and help
support other athletes and give them the recondition they deserve.
It’s about inspiring people to get started and giving advice to help
them on their way. I want to encourage all runners from all walks
of life to get into trail running because it has helped me stay relative
injury free. The longer you can exercise injury free the healthier you
will become. So many people have to stop running on the road due
to injury. I think there should be a huge push by physios and doctors
to encourage people to get into trail running. It just makes sense.

ON THE TRAIL, WHAT ARE YOUR FUTURE PLANS?
I want to be a veteran running the 6 Foot Track and have everyone
run me down when I am in my 70’s if not 80’s. Just imagine if I could.
How awesome would that be? I get really pumped by every veteran I
pass on the 6 Foot Track. They inspire me. They are leading the way,
breaking down the stereotypes of what a person in their 70’s can achieve *

LOVE YOUR
MOUNTAIN
RUN IT
SUPPORT IT
JOIN

AUSTRALIAN MOUNTAIN
RUNNING ASSOCIATION
MOUNTAIN EVENT ENTRY BENEFITS + ENEWS
+ 50% DISCOUNT ON TRAIL RUN MAG HARDCOPY

www.mountainrunning.coolrunning.com.au
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Trail Run Mag’s thrillseeker extraordinaire,
Roger Hanney, experiences more than a gutful
of adventure as he takes on leg two of Born
To Run’s quadrella of multiday runs, this edition
in the harsh Gobi Desert, Mongolia.
Words > Roger Hanney Images > Courtesy Roger Hanney
and Zandy Mangold > www.racingtheplanet.com
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I haven’t previously written in Trail Run Mag about the adventure I’m
undertaking this year as part of Team Born to Run, because it’s not
quite what you or I would normally think of as trail running at all.
It’s a multiday 250-kilometre run; it’s heavy packs; it’s open plains;
it’s not just running but racing as a team, going only as fast as the
slowest member for a week.
Born to Run originator and philanthropist Greg Donovan, his son Matt,
masters legend Ron Schwebel, and my infinitely stronger partner and
Newcastle-to-Sydney GNW250 joint recordholder, Jess Baker, and
I are now halfway through the 4 Deserts Grand Slam. After a tough but
trouble-free week on the simmering salt flats of Chile’s Atacama Desert
at around 10,000 feet above sea level, we all assumed the next three races
– Gobi, Sahara, Antarctica – would be challenging but manageable.
No such luck.

Gobi Desert, China. Race 2, Day 1
Jess is in the quiet hell of watching runners that she normally wouldn’t
even see in a race until they finished well after her take off over the
horizon. The teams component of Racing The Planet is small, but
cruel. Having to stay together can make for sombre running when
team members lag. After an amazing welcome to country, culminating
in a game of local Kyrgish villagers playing a celebratory game of
decapitated-goat basketball on horseback for our gambling pleasure,
the sun rose on a miserable hessian-sacked drama.
Always an early adopter, I am among the first members of the 180strong running field to be hit by a stomach bug of an unknown origin.
Three visits to the toilet pit before the 8am kick-off aren’t sufficient
purgatory and just 9km into a 35km day I’m squatting beside the road
between two rock heaps.
Only 22-years old and having completed his first ultra just a few
months before on Day 5 in Chile, teammate Matty Donovan is also
on the downward spiral, as yet unaware how deep that spiral will go.
Even hitting Struggle Street for the last 10km of level running, punctuated
by searing abdominal pain and surging nausea, it’s a walk-run into
town accompanied by a beautifully carefree boy from the village we’re
to stay at. His bike is stickered ‘Suzuki’ and he acts as a pacer, riding
beside me cheerfully singing in perfect pitch in an Arabic dialect
we’ll hear throughout this region, Kashgar, over the next six days.
Primitive pockets of Islamic-inspired culture dot this landscape, its
people and customs ultimately under existential threat from the literally
godless and ultimately capitalist Communist Party. These bright-eyed,
hopeful-faced children who run alongside us whenever we enter a town
may yet grow up to be crushed as participants in doomed revolts, much
like their distant Buddhist cousins in that better known land of Central
Party occupation, Tibet.
But on this day, that’s all a bad dream. My main concern is getting
to the dusty wooden toilet pit. Two large cows look on disapprovingly
as I pollute a corner of their barn almost hourly throughout the
afternoon, evening, and night to come. In between, I curl into
a ball in a dark corner of the homestay where we make our beds for
the night on the cool and comfortable carpeted floor.
Matt’s knee is bothering him, with a decent run just three weeks before
at The North Face 100 taking its toll, and he’s beginning to suffer
nausea too, like others in the race field.
Sustagen, four spoonfuls of rice, and three litres of Hydralite barely
make for a complete dinner.
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That’s Day 1, put back together from journal entries we made along
the way. With four days of roughly 35-40km and an 80km day in
varying levels of desert heat, illness, fatigue, some brilliantly nasty ridge
runs and dusty epic snowcapped or entirely barren red-dirt horizons
intermittently flooding our senses, the multiday stuff can really become
a blur. Notes help as even different locations start to melt together.

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Barely 500 kCal in peanut butter and a muesli bar for breakfast and
off we run. Over the previous afternoon and night I have lain awake
thinking briefly about what happens if I can’t go on.

Fun in the sun today as I started to improve and Matty got worse –
a lot worse. The day began with him murmuring to me through
the hessian sack wall of the toilet pit to say that he didn’t know
if he could go on. It ended with him under observation in the
medical tent.

The quote from Sam, one of the race organisers, to best describe
today was: “If you fall, you will get hurt”.

I’d essentially be abandoning Jess because even within the team, we are
a team of two. I might be jeopardising our tilt at becoming the first team
to do the Grand Slam. Ironically I’m also realising why knocking over
a Grand Slam, with no room for error, would be such an achievement.
It’s hoped that by achieving this goal, we’ll further publicise the newly
launched Born To Run Foundation which aims to raise awareness and
funds for Type 1 diabetes research, while linking running to more
complete individual health. On that front, I’d also blow my own chance
at becoming the first runner with Type 1 diabetes to get this done and,
selfishly, maybe I’d never get to run in Sahara or Antarctica either.
Screw that, I’m running. Once I accepted that choice was an illusion
and that pulling the pin was no option, everything became clearer.
The question of whether to go on became one of how to go on.
And that, simply enough – as always – was a matter of putting one
foot in front of the other, as quickly as possible.
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Yesterday, we covered 35km in four hours. Today, it was 40km
in over six hours. We just have to get through, even if we feel like
sad, slow hikers.

We took over 8 ½ hours to cover 40km today. Walking is not a sport.
It is something like a dental checkup translated into linear motion.
We hate hiking. Seriously, planning to cover 40km as slowly
as possible and draw out as much suffering and fatigue as possible
from passing trucks, desert dust, the heat of the day, and a heavy
backpack is no way to spend your time. There are certainly some
things to dislike about running fully laden but it beats walking
all to hell. As much as we all have a newfound respect for the
brave and determined citizens of the back of the running pack,
we are even more incredulous that anybody would travel at 4km/h
on foot by choice.
We totally support Japanese Spiderman’s choice to do so,
however, because he is an underground wrestler carrying 19kg
of food and running the entire 250km in a Spiderman outfit
and wrestling mask. Do all those things at altitude in the Gobi
Desert and you can do whatever you like. He passed us again today.

Our first proper adrenal hit of the week came from running up
to Shipton’s Arch, also known as Heaven’s Gate. A fast run on
rusty improvised staircases and decaying wooden walkways through
a short narrow canyon, culminating in a steep scramble over
permafrost and banked grass took us to 3000 metres above sea level.
Here, a towering natural arch framed mountain ranges in the
distance for the first entirely jaw-dropping Wow Moment of the week.
Everything after this would be hard and sensational. The 12km
stretch to follow reputedly took last year’s winner 90 minutes – and
with good reason. A series of loose-surfaced jagged slopes, plunging
ravines and persistent climbs interrupted by precarious ridge runs
took time immeasurable. But running along goat tracks at real risk of
injury, and challenged not by circumstance but terrain and our own
limits of endurance, we finally got into ‘The Zone’. Even as we passed
other runners with bleeding head wounds from falls of their own, and
clambered down embankments so steep we felt they’d throw us off,
there was a wild joy embedded in this remote and extreme landscape.
It filled our torsos, twisted our smiles into grins, and made us
descend with only the most fleeting thoughts of possible consequence.
A blast, basically.
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Day 5, The Long Day
Woohoo, relapse!! Seesawing fortunes have seen Matt get healthy
overnight while I’m rating the good vibes a 3 out of 10 at the starting
line for this, the 75km day.
Initially, it was a much less spectacular version of the day before. A
rocky plain looks flat but as you run into it you realise that the flatness
is an illusion, and actually a series of triangular gorges stretching off
to the horizon, promising at least two hours of descents and climbs.

Hoka OneOne ultra runner and mountain blaster Christophe le Saux flying high in his Hoka OneOne Bondi B

Yo u c a n h a v e i t a l l .

w w w. h o ka o n e o n e . c o m . a u

A new on-course game that passed the time was Significant Moments
In History, where a moment had to be guessed at without having
been directly referred to or the country of origin being named. For
example: wall falls down, everyone has a party – the fall of the Berlin
Wall, or ‘Two feet to the left would have got his wife, everyone would
have been much happier’ for the assassination of John Lennon. Jess
didn’t get that one, but a South African friend answered with ‘JFK’,
scoring the first bonus points of the day for creative upgrades.
The one thing we knew to expect coming to run in the Gobi was
unpredictability. Around the 50km mark, a building electrical storm,
a windstorm initially only visible as far-off swirling dust devils, and
rain squall all converged as the temperature and visibility dropped.
Preparing for a torrential downpour as we crossed the next series of
desert flats, everyone broke out their weather gear. About ten minutes
later we were putting it away again.
The group broke apart over the final 10km, sensing the proximity
of the finish line. Running along dirt road into a shallow valley, we
came back together. We began the day expecting to finish under torch
power, but with Matt biting the bullet and a fast back half we ended
the day at the exact moment that the final hot orange pinpoint of
sunlight merged with a distant summit. Great way to enter an oasis,
shaded by a tight ring of trees, surfaced with lush grass, serenaded by
local goats, donkeys, and frog colonies.
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How it ended and what we learnt
A penultimate rest day was utilised in the main for recuperating,
networking or scavenging whatever food could be spied. Then came
the final push, ending the escapade as perhaps the most memorable
day of the week. Because of the kids.
Throughout the week, as we ran through village populations perhaps half
a dozen times, there were many moments to reflect not on how we were
experiencing the race or the surrounding landscape, or even our own
sense of physical hardship, but on how these traditional villagers with
their subsistence logging, haggard crops and small animal herds were
experiencing us. Were we bloated westerners, strangely clad infidels running
pointlessly into inhospitable landscapes? Or were we briefly entertaining
relief from the monotony of an ancient and barely changed way of life,
a blast of foreign noise and colour in the middle of an ordinary day?
Only the locals could tell you (assuming you speak Kyrgish) how they
truly perceive us, but on this last day I got a much deeper sense of what
we are: adventure-loving visa jockeys, saturating our senses with unique
and distant lands and cultures considered remote and alien, all while
experiencing only the briefest and most insignificant consequences
of the true nature of these faraway lands we choose to run through.
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As we ran the final 100 metres to the finish, a conga-line of young
schoolkids in uniforms of colourful cultural expression stood cheering
our absurd pursuit of sporting achievement. Automatically, I shot out
my hand for one high five, then another, and another. Their excited
yells reached a new level as a long row of hands shot out to greet us
and soon we were running crouched down to child’s height, delivering

a Mexican Wave of high fives to a crowd of perhaps sixty or seventy.
These clear-eyed kids were so excited to greet us because we ran into
places as a team of five, unusual even within an already unusual situation.
We responded to them because they were so friendly and welcoming,
lacking in self-consciousness and fascinated by all the trappings we take
for granted – caps, sunglasses, technical running gear.
But what of it? We’ve tasted both a traveller’s dream and a runner’s
nightmare. They’ve missed class to perform cultural dances for strangely
dressed foreigners, now they’re going back to a school where soon
Chinese may be the only language that’s taught. What lasts beyond the
final beat of the drum at the finish line?
If we do get through all four races intact, with Sahara and Antarctica soon
to follow in quick succession, it will certainly be an achievement. And from
the challenge of running in the Gobi utterly depleted by illness, Matt and
I now know firsthand that we’re going to take some stopping. But if we’re
talking about endurance as an attribute, we’ve seen more on the faces of
people in whose lands we have run, than we have yet unearthed in ourselves *

Check out Team Born To Run’s progress in the upcoming Sahara and
Antarctica outings at www.borntorun.com.au The team has also
launched its own multiday offering, a triple treat of desert adventure with
their Big Red Run(s) including the main event, a 6-day, 250km run across
the Simpson plus 100km and marathon distances, all with the Birdsville Pub
as the final hydration station. Nice.
www.borntorun.com.au/big-red-run

BARE TRAIL > GARRY DAGG

Words > Garry Dagg * Images > Heidi Hibberd + Garry Dagg

My wife recently gave birth to a boy. It is child number
three for us but each time you are struck by the perfection.
The simple, well-formed beauty of a newborn is staggeringly
emotional. The next days are spent holding him, excited
by the wonder of the creation as he slowly opens his eyes
and senses to the world around him. In the hospital, just
hours after his birth his tightly wrapped muslin came
loose and there, sticking out, was one tiny, precious foot.
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The foot sat there, soft as cotton, smoothed by nine months
of amniotic fluid. Its five toes lined up as tin soldiers leading
a heel yet to be hardened and thickened by wear and impact.
His skin was shades of purple, pink and red, yet amongst this scene
of vulnerability lay an immense power. His toes curved gently
down and the arch of his foot hung posed, looking set and stable.

It looked like the perfect platform for building a life, an
already formed launching pad for strengthening his body
and carrying him through time.
As his life moved through its first week the wrinkles faded
away and the feet got smoother. Colder weather forced us to
cover up his feet and his transition into the sensory world
took over. But there, underneath him and yet to touch the
ground his feet continue to grow.
The human foot is a marvelous creation – no other animal
has the complexity of structures that our foot has created
for itself. Having to support our increasingly heavy bipedal
bodies the foot has evolved into the most complex yet simply
effective of all designs. Sure we can’t move as fast as the
majority land mammals nor jump as high as most of our
primate cousins but it has been humanity’s versatility that
has thrown us to the top of the evolutionary tree.

BARE TRAIL > GARRY DAGG

“As his eyes have opened to the world
and he stares inquisitively out he
has already begun to play within his body…
His feet are spring loaded,
designed to stretch and compound
and absorb most of what
the next century will throw at him.”
Through the story of time the foot has been our most powerful
weapon, the difference between us and them, that allowed us to make
each jump of progress. Standing up to walk bipedally, whatever the
reason was, was the trigger for it all as the homo branch broke away
from the rest of the apes and began the evolutionary journey that
has so far culminated in Auschwitz and the iPhone. From there
our next big steps all came thanks to the foot – a massive increase
in brain size through protein intake a few million years ago thanks
to being able to hunt, by foot. Our ability to withstand huge
climatic events and changes by being flexibly nomadic, on foot.
Then came the domestication of animals, again made possible by
our bipedalism and ability to stand over animals much bigger than
us and to control them, on foot.
Somewhere along the line, likely during the industrial revolution, the
reverence that the foot deserves disappeared. Our society has shifted its
priority to the brain to the point that the vast majority of people in the
west consider their body and feet as little more than objects to carry
their head around. The human world has become absorbed with the
cerebral and matters of intelligence to the point that the things that
have accompanied us through this great journey, the most important
pieces of the human experience, are now forgotten, shoved into tight
fitting, bizarrely shaped, over padded expensive shoes. For most people
their feet, those pads that helped us evolve well beyond the pack are
now little more than objects from which to hang fashion statements.
Amazingly, for people who should be worshippers of the foot,
runners seem to spend little mental energy on their feet.
When the jogging boom took off and padded and arch supported

shoes became the norm runners simply went along for the ride.
The message from the shoe companies was pretty clear – your feet are
not built for running, we need to replace them with our technology,
and yet no one saw the irony. So while runners are constantly
thinking about their knees, calves, hamstrings, hips and arm rotation,
few seem to pay any attention to their feet, other than stuffing
them in some bulky chunks of foam and hoping for the best.
Not so Oscar. As his eyes have opened to the world and he stares
inquisitively out he has already begun to play within his body.
He throws his arms like windmills and he loves nothing more than
to stretch out his legs, arch his almost prehensile toes and curl
them back again. His feet are spring loaded, designed to stretch
and compound and absorb most of what the next century will throw
at him. Who knows what Oscar’s life expectancy will really be as
medicine changes by the hour, but as our lungs, hearts and minds
still fail us, the human foot is a constant that will never let us down *

As Trail Run Mag’s resident barefoot/minimalist sage, Garry Dagg will
continue to write on issues, opinions, styles and techniques of barefoot/
minimalist running. And he’ll test the bejesus (a sandal wearer) out
of all and sundry models now flooding the market. He’s on board not to
convert (much), but to offer a perspective. Agree or not, better to be aware,
even if you’re not a fan of being bare. We welcome your opinions on
the barefoot debate – fling them through on info@trailrunmag.com
or Facebook them at www.facebook.com/trailrunmag
Garry will also write regularly on the topic online, so sign up for his
blogs and news feeds at www.trailrunmag.com
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TRAIL COACH > GREG PAIN

TRM’S TRAIL MECHANIC GREG PAIN
TAKES A LOOK AT YOUR CHASSIS AND HOW
IT NEEDS TO ROLL TO STAY ON TRACK
WHEN IT COMES TO WARDING OFF INJURY.
Ninety per cent of the population don’t know how to run efficiently.
Eighty to 90 per cent of runners get injured within a 12-month
period. That’s a massive strike rate. Some of that injury is down
to bad luck - whupps, watch that root, mind the tree branch.
But a massive seventy-five per cent is simply down to runners being
not functionally strong enough to run efficiently. The strength
for correct form just isn’t there. No form means you may as well
bash yourself into a tree.

• Pelvic stability > in both the fore and aft,

If we look at the end goal of what it is to be a great runner with
zero pain, the only issue to consider is efficiency and how it
affects the likelihood of injury and overall performance.

Taking this further, the primary key factors observed
when fatigue kicks in are:

So what constitutes running efficiency? How do you profile injury?
And how do you optimise your biomechanics (and really why it
is fundamental to running success, no matter your competitive
level or aspirations)?
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When addressing running efficiency, we biomechanists focus
on trying to delay the oncoming effects of running fatigue –
which is the point when performance drops and the risk of injury
increases. In doing so we look at several key factors in technique:

side-to-side and rotational planes of motion

• Cadence/stride length > 90-95 foot strikes per min (per foot)
• Upright trunk angle and trunk stability >
(particularly side-to-side movement)

• Spinal curvatures/shoulder placement/arm movement patterns
• Knee tracking and relative amounts of knee bend
(in different parts of the gait cycle)

• Pelvis very quickly starts to tip forward >
(butt sticks out)/lower back starts to arch

• Pelvic range of movement starts to increase > in both the
fore and aft, and side-to-side planes of motion

• Foot strike tends to get heavier >
therefore increasing ground reaction forces

• Neck/shoulder/arm placement tends to go forward
• And the kicker: the amount of knee displacement changes >
from initial contact to mid-stance.
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When looking at profiling a runner’s susceptibility to injury
we look at several things and in broad terms offer some answers.

What we can do is break down five basic mechanical points
that an efficient runner would need to consider:

Can we identify potential risk factors associated with running?
Yes – joint angles, cadence, planes of motion – are all quantifiable.

At Initial Contact > the foot should hit the ground

Has the profile of running injuries changed over the last
20 years? No, not really. According to van Gent et al (2007)
and Taunton et al (2003): “20 years ago the knee was the
most common site of running injury – it still remains the most
prevalent today.”
However: Taunton et al from a comparative study found that
Iliotibial Band (ITB) Friction Syndrome (pain on the lateral knee)
incidence has doubled in the last 20 years. Consider this:
we walk less, drive/fly/train more, and therefore have less active
glutes – which leads to ITB issues.
Finally, should we consider gender differences with respect to
musculoskeletal make-up/running technique/injury histories?
The answer is yes, men and women run differently due to basic
structural differences.
When analysing the gait of any runner it is not conceivable
to simply pull technique apart via video analysis and ‘prescribe’
a path to ‘more efficient running’. As a biomechanical
practitioner we consider factors such as lifestyle, shoe type,
number of children (a masculine and feminine issue),
regular mode of transport/travel, and the general way
people live their lives. So to offer general advice here based
on circumstances which are particular to each individual
would be disingenous. The bottom line is that profiling
offers strong “suggestions” as to what we can expect an athlete
to do based on the population they fall into.

just forward of, or ideally on your Center of Gravity
(the system’s whole mass can be considered to be concentrated
for the purpose of calculations), therefore it’s not too
straight and hence over-striding;

At Mid Stance > the amount of knee bend, hip rotation
and lateral pelvic tilting should not be drastically increasing
from when you first made contact with the ground. This is
called Trendelenberg Sign – as it a major predictor of injury;

At Toe Off > we don’t want to see excessive toe pointing
as this increases the amount of vertical oscillation;

From Mid Stance to Toe Off >
the amount of pelvic tilt range should be controlled

Trunk > upright in line with gravity, controlled arm
movements, and minimal rib flare.
This simplified summary gives only the basic points to
consider when next attacking the trails. All factors can
be addressed with functional strength work combined with
verbal biomechanical cueing *

Greg Pain is a Sports Biomechanist specialising in running,
cycling, triathlon and multisport. As functional strength advisor
to Emirates Team NZ, as well as a number of NZ’s elite and
Olympic athletes, Greg’s passion is educating on correct
movement patterning and high level core stability training.
Facebook / Twitter > bioSPORTnzistic

www.biosport.co.nz
greg@biosport.co.nz
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Rockin’ the trail

INOV-8 TRAILROC 255
Great for > Runners looking for a minimalist-style that
provides a combination of good trail feel, grip and
cushioning. An all round shoe that handles pretty much
all trail conditions, especially the rough stuff.

Not so great for >
Smooth, hard-packed trail – not because they can’t handle
it but because they’d be wasted on this stuff!

Test conditions >
A variety of trail conditions from fast & firm right
through to technical, rocky ascents and descents.
They were also given plenty of exposure to mud and water.

Tester > Mal Law. An ageing weekend warrior better
known for his sense of adventure than his athletic prowess.
He’ll give anything a go, particularly if it the word
EPIC can be attached to it. A lover of the rough stuff;
a hater of the smooth.

Tester mechanics >
70-75 kilos depending on whether he’s run a ludicrous
distance recently or not. Fairly low centre of gravity, slight
pronator and mid-heel striker (when he thinks about it).
RRP AU$179.95

THE NOISE THAT INOV-8 HAVE
CREATED AROUND ITS TRAILROC
SHOES CENTRES VERY MUCH
ON THE INNOVATIVE TRI-C SOLE,
THAT SEES THREE DIFFERENT
TYPES OF COMPOUND
USED ON THE SHOE’S SOLE
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SINOV-8 TRAILROC 255 > TRAIL SHOE REVIEW

The sole consists of firstly, a super-grippy rubber around the toes
for climbing loose terrain and dealing with wet rock; secondly, an
endurance rubber around the ball and heel where most foot striking
occurs; and finally a hard, sticky compound for the arch that offers
protection from rocks and tree stumps for this sensitive part of the foot.
While this might sound like a good idea, I’m always rather suspicious
of any manufacturer claim that comes with a ‘breakthrough’ tag.
Does it work in practice? Well, hard to say. Perhaps the subtleties of
the mechanics were lost on this low-tech tester but if the idea is to give
the runner confidence on almost any trail surfaces then yes, it works.
Does it work any better than other Inov-8 shoes? I’m not totally convinced
on that front but then I’ve always found their shoes to be standout
performers, particularly in terms of grip, anyway. I’ve given the 255’s
a good thrashing on a wide range of trails and they stick nicely to pretty
much anything a shoe can be expected to stick to, so top marks there.
What had me really excited about this shoe was the injection-molded
technology used in the sole construction. This, it’s claimed,
results in a low profile shoe with great trail feel but also greater

cushioning than could normally be expected from a shoe weighing
so little (255 grams). In this respect the Trailroc 255 does not
disappoint. It has all the trail feel that I have come to love
through prolonged exposure to their 295’s, but it has a softer
ride too. For running long distances, particularly on firmpacked trail and rocky stuff, this is a bonus.
A first glance did provoke a few minor concerns. First, the tread
on the sole didn’t look as aggressive as on the 295’s, so I wondered
about the grip they’d offer in muddy conditions. But while the
lugs are not as chunky they do have a new shape featuring an
extra small cut-out that theoretically offers increased surface area
for contact with the slippy stuff. Based on some pretty rigorous
trials on steep, muddy bush tracks I was pleasantly surprised –
the grip is everything I’ve come to expect and love from Inov-8’s.
My other wee concern was the width of the tongue opening,
particularly as there’s no internal sleeve or seal to stop dirt or mud
getting in to the shoe. I had expected to be finishing my runs with
dirt inside the shoes, but for whatever reason this doesn’t happen.

My trial runs also produced two unexpected results, one apparent
before even setting foot on a trail. The laces are too short to
easily tie a double knot without over-tightening the shoe across
the top of my foot. I have quite a high foot but nevertheless this
is a small annoyance. The other unexpected finding, a pleasant
one, was how quickly the shoes drain. After doing dozens of
stream crossings I’d rate these as the most freely draining shoe
I’ve ever run in.
For statisticians, the heel drop is 6mm (a few mm less than the
295’s) which helps with the shoe’s responsiveness.
Overall, I’m a big fan. Even though the laces are a little short for
me they do at least stay done up once tied! The Trailroc 255’s are
a great shoe for anyone who’s not an out-and-out minimalist
but does want a lightweight, responsive and comfortable shoe for
running long distances on a variety of trails.

www.barefootinc.com.au
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Mixing it up

MERRELL MIX MASTER
Great for >
Slippery stuff. These guys will have you feeling like a cross
between a gecko and a tree frog with their sticky pods
underfoot which give great traction in tough conditions.

Not so great for >
Extremists. If you fully believe that running shoe
technology has taken us to a whole new level of
evolution these are going to be too light, or if you
are convinced that running with nude feet is the
only way to go, well these are going to be too much.

Test conditions >
Gravelly, rooty, rocky and sandy coastal trail of the
nation’s southwest. These shoes were tested through
winter so had to put up with a whole load of mud
and rain and a mix of conditions.   

Tester >
Garry Dagg. It’s fair to say Garry’s glory days are
a hazy memory laid to waste by a trail of nappies,
sleepless nights and a series of pram running outings.
With three kids under five, Garry now focuses
on running trail as a perfect way to get out bush,
stay fit and get home before all hell breaks loose.

Tester mechanics >
Normally (trail) sandal wearing mild over-pronator
with wide feet that haven’t seen the inside of running
shoes for a couple of years. The tester tries to run
as light as possible while carrying an 80kg frame
around the paddock.
RRP AU$169

THE HALFWAY HOUSE IS NOT A PLACE
MOST OF US WANT TO END UP, DEPENDING
I GUESS ON YOUR PREDICAMENT.
IF YOU ARE ALREADY A LONG WAY GONE THEN
THE HALFWAY HOUSE MIGHT BE A LONG-TERM GOAL
ON THE STRUGGLE BACK TO SOBRIETY,
TO RESPECTABILITY. BUT WHEN YOU’RE LIVING
ON THE STRAIGHT AND NARROW,
THE HALFWAY HOUSE IS TO BE FEARED.
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MERRELL MIX MASTER > TRAIL SHOE REVIEW

Not so for makers of running shoes. Caught between the
desire to stick to what they know best and the fear of missing
the latest marketing fad, shoe companies are rushing to
get in on the minimalist bandwagon and are producing
some interesting hybrids. Just as snowboarding
revolutionized skiing and made parabolic skis the norm
and as cycling was transformed by triathlon’s obsession
with the aerodynamic, perhaps minimalist running’s
greatest legacy will be to fundamentally change the way
the shoe industry creates its products. Merrell, far from
a traditional running shoe company, are covering all bases
and in between. The halfway house between their early
foray into barefoot running with the trail glove and their
famously sturdy multisport shoes comes the mix master,
a sometime minimalist, sometime traditional trail shoe.

Let’s start with the traditional. The shoes are cushioned and have
some heel drop, although at 6mm (with insole in) it is not going
to get you wolf whistled at like a night out in a pair of stilettos will.
Measuring 20mm off the ground at the heel they are definitely not
a barefoot shoe and, struggle to scrape into the minimalist category.
So let’s go with what Merrell are calling them; they are a lightweight
trail shoe. The first thing you notice with the Mix Masters as
against minimalist shoes is the width of their sole. These shoes
have a solid foundation for covering the dirt in and offer plenty
of rock protection with their wide soles and decent cushioning.
The minimalism? Well they are light, seriously light at 270 grams
for a pair of 10.5s. The engineering is clever in shaving weight
and mass where it is least needed but keeping a decent protection
for those still seeking it. Running in the Mix Masters was the first
time I had run in shoes for many moons and the instant feeling
was bizarre, like running on stilts. But as I packed into them and
learnt to still feel the trail they were a very comfortable ride and
are clearly a versatile shoe. The Mix Masters could play many roles;
as a stopping point for someone on their way to running barefoot
they are a solid transition out of heavily cushioned chunky shoes,
or simply as a lightweight shoe in the cupboard for the faster run
or race day.
The shoes held up well to the gravel, jagged rock and mud of
my local trails in winter with the soles in particular performing
admirably. A gecko like formation of rubber pods gives great
purchase and allowed a feeling of connection with terra firma
despite all that cushioning and heel. The toe box is wide which
is great for my feet so unused to being cramped in the confines
of a shoe, although the material in the crease at the base of my
toes blew out on both feet after a couple of months of use.

[Ed’s note: Merrell advised post testing period that it has discontinued
the green Mix Master as tested, as the upper was prone to tearing
as demonstrated here. “We have a slight model change and change
of colour, which has rectified this problem,” advises the Australian
spokesperson for Merrell.]
The danger wit the barefooting movement is that too many people
try to run barefoot with their shoes as their conduit. The art of
running barefoot and light is not dependent on, nor changed by,
the shoes, but by a deliberate and forced changing of technique.
Running barefoot or minimalist will aid it by forcing the runner
to change their gait but will still lead to injuries if an entire
technique change does not take place. These shoes are not going
to change that process. While they run light and have fantastic
grip on sliding trails the Mix Masters will not convert you to
running barefoot, but they are a definite stop at the halfway house.
Whether you diverge towards bigger or less shoes from there is
up to you, but some people find themselves at home halfway.

www.merrell.com
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Sense + Sensibility

SALOMON SENSE
Great for > racing, fast and technical
Not so great for >
the fat of foot, the price conscious and
dealing with mud monsters

Test conditions >
mostly singletrail, soft to firm,
some graded track and
a little muddy and steep, 180km+   

Tester > Chris Ord
Tester mechanics >
Nearly completed transition to mid-foot strike,
lost the hip flexor and ITB problems,
picked up a calf twitch every now and then
but nothing my chiro/deep tissue masseuse/dry
needler can’t sort out with some witch magic.
Slight pronator. Very average feet that seem to
have grown a half size - must be the move to ultras.
RRP AU$249.95

ME AND KILIAN JORNET
COULD, ESSENTIALLY, BE ONE
AND THE SAME PERSON.
OKAY, WE LOOK DIFFERENT.
DIFFERENT WEIGHT,
HEIGHT, NATIONALITY.
OH AND A SLIGHT DIVERGENCE
OF TALENT ON THE TRAIL,
PERHAPS. BUT OTHERWISE –
WHO COULD TELL US APART?
HELLOOO IDENTICAL TWINS.
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SALOMON SENSE > TRAIL SHOE REVIEW

Certainly, when I slip on the Sense, Salomon’s game-changer in a few,
ahem, senses, my foot thinks to itself (mine has a mind of its own,
doesn’t yours?): “Este calzado fue diseñado para mi pie. Muéstrame
la montaña para tengo matando para hacer.”
Which the Kilian in me understands to be: “This shoe was designed
for my foot. Show me the mountain for I have slaying to be done.”
And slay I do. Or I imagine that I do. And perception is nine-tenths reality,
isn’t it? I perceive wearing these shoes that I float that little bit more, that
I feel and respond to the earth that little better, that I am more connected
and so can tune my technique to a finer degree as I pummel down
the trail; or lift the legs that little lighter as I wrench thighs up inclines.
Why is this? Well, for one they were made specifically for Kilian’s foot.
To his exact biomechanics and according to his exact feedback on
what he wanted from a shoe. And if my experience with this shoe is
anything to go by, my foot is the same as Kilian’s, in shape if not skill.
It’s a race shoe, no doubt, and no-one is claiming that it will hold up to an
extended beating on the bawdiest of New Zealand’s ranges. Bandied about
are ideas of a 200km lifespan: meaning you pay about $1.30 a km based

on RRP. Yet the fellas at respected long-distance outfit Ultra168.com
have put at least one pair through 780km+ before a lace blow out.
After about a quarter of that distance, mine are yet to fail me,
but I think for most Australian conditions (not as sharp as the
Pyrenees where Kilian trains), they will go a decent distance and
provide better value for money. As for being a training only shoe
– golden rule is to race in what you train in.
For me the major pitfalls were grip – especially in Australian and
New Zealand winter conditions where things get wet and muddy.
They don’t handle the slop much and you’ll skate on anything
that isn’t dry. But remember, these shoes have been designed
for Euro conditions. And a Euro foot, besides, meaning fat feet
won’t dig these: the toe box and last are on the thin side.
I’m still no raving fan of the drawstring lace, but that’s a
personal preference by someone with a severe lack of dexterity –
especially when trying to adjust in the cold.
Buyers would want to be mindful of a 4mm differential heel
to toe drop... meaning your calves would want to be used to the
extra stretch. Not for those currently running a higher heel.

There is a ‘profeel’ film that protects against sharp trail debris –
given the super-lightweight nature (180g for a size US10) of
these, they offer considerable protection for the benefit-to-weight
ratio and the TPU toecaps do their duty to serve and protect.
The interior fit is svelte, like a sock. My only query here is the
mid section of the upper is a tad too close fitting and on an ultra
may impinge on a swelling foot. Be careful with the lace up on
long runs – it’s easy to over tighten and end up with a sore forefoot.
In essence these are still a super shoe and they behave like one,
the downside is that not everyone fits the Man of Steel’s cape,
meaning the super powers these shoes (may or may not)
bestow are not available to just anyone. You gotta be built right.
You gotta have Kilian’s feet. Like me. (Ner, ner).
And therein lies the only other downside to the Sense: until they ship
complete with Kilian’s talent, they will not necessarily make me or you
faster on trail. But they will make us feel better about our trail running
– a superhero in our own lunchbox - and who’s arguing with that?

www.salomon.com/au
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P R ES ENTS

TRAILPORN
(RIGHT) MT TARANAKI >
It has of late become a drawcard for trail runners
and records. But for New Plymouth-based
ultra runner, The North Face’s Lisa Tamati, it’s
just her regular ole’ back yard training run. Lucky girl.
Photo > Robert Tighe
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Left > The North Face 100 isn’t exactly a pack run sometimes.
Photo by Lyndon Marceau > marceauphotography.com.au
Right > Hanny Allston makes light work of her trail run on
Black Mountain, Canberra ACT (see her trail guide in this edition).
Photo by Graham at Mont Adventure
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TRAIL PORN >
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Left > Trail Run Mag contributor
Margaretha Fortmann steps
over The Wall at The North Face 100.
Photo by Lyndon Marceau >
marceauphotography.com
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TRAIL PORN >

Right > Her tee says it all...
just add dirt at the Rollercoaster Run
in the Dandenongs, Victoria.
Photo by Erwin Jansen > dandyrunner.com

THIS IS THE
for the guys
AD
WHO MAKE

KICK-GSS
& DESIGN.
ADS

< THE KING >
IMAGES OF FORM
ADMIT IT, HE FASCINATES US ALL . THE SPEED.
THE ABILITY TO FLOAT OVER THE EARTH.
OR , HERE, WALK ON WATER , OR ICE.
OKAY, SO LET’S NOT GET INTO HAGIOGRAPHY HERE...
HE’S HUMAN, HE MAKES MISTAKES
(SWITCHBACK SHORTCUT ANYONE?)
BUT IF YOUR FORM LOOKED THIS GOOD
WE’D DO A PHOTO SPREAD ON YOU, TOO...
Photos by > Markus Berger / bergermarkus.com



LIKE FOR INSTANCE, THIS MAGAZINE.

www.the bird collective.com.au
The designers of Trail Run could design your ads. Something to ponder on your next 40k run.
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THE KING > IMAGES OF FORM
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THE KING > IMAGES OF FORM
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P RE S E N TS

T RA I L G U I D E S
You know they ’re there: those pristine trails.
Close. Not far from
your doorstep. You can smell them…
Or maybe that’s just the sweet waft of dirt not-long ground
into the lugs of your trail shoes, which sit by the front door —
a welcome reminder of the weekend’s mountain jaunt.
But the blood screams for more. The legs are sore, yet they
pine for a warm down. A warm up. A flat out blast along
some winding, wet, wonderful singletrack. But where to go?
Only got an hour (which you know can stretch to three).
Trail Mag has the answer(s). Here. In this guide. Each edition
we’ll bring you step by step trail run guides, all within an hour
of a major city or town in Australia or New Zealand, all
between 5km and 30km, all worth zipping out to for a trail fix.
We’ve also included some post-trail goodness ‘cause we’re human;
we’re caffeine freaks too (strong latte – sometimes double espresso,
but only on race days), and we love the smell of fresh eggs and
bacon after pounding the paths. Welcome to the goodness guide.
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Win Salomon gear!
We need trail correspondents! If you think there’s a cracking trail
the world needs to know about, go research it, write it up, shoot
a photo and send it in. We do have a bit of a style going, so be sure to
check out the guidelines and download the pro forma before you do at >
www.trailrunmag.com/contribute
If your guide is chosen as the ‘Editor’s Pick’ of the issue, you’ll win
some great Salomon Trail Gear. The best guide submitted to be
published in Edition #7 will receive an Agile 17 Hydro Pack (RRP $119),
a stretch fit 17L beauty perfect for longer missions, plus a 1.5L Salomon
bladder (RRP$59.99) and a 237mL Salomon soft flask (RRP$24.99).
So go running, get writing and start window shopping at >
www.salomon.com/au
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WHA KAPA PAIT I , NO RTH I S L A ND N Z > Your Guide: Mal Law / Running Wild NZ

WHAKAPAPAITI WAHOO!
TR A IL TIP S >

RU N IT >

NEARBY TOWN/CITY > Turangi

From the trailhead follow the track over a wooden bridge and beyond
through beech forest. Ignore the right turn for the Whakapapanui
Track (within 1km of the start) and continue on the undulating single
track. A bit further on you’ll come to a junction with the Silica
Rapids Track – keep right on the Whakapapaiti Track.

DISTANCE FROM TOWN CENTRE > 30 minutes; 45 kms
EXACT LOCATION >
Starts and finishes a few hundred metres up the road
past the Chateau on the right hand side – clearly signposted
Whakapapaiti Walk and Track
TOTAL ROUTE DISTANCE > 18.5 kms
TOTAL ASCENT/DESCENT > 560m/560m
TIME TO RUN > Elite 1hr 45min; novice 3hr
TYPE OF TRAIL > Loop
DIFFICULTY > Moderate
DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS >
A mix of trail conditions from smooth and well made
to rough and rocky. 100% of the trail section is single-track.
Includes a couple of stream crossings and about 3km of road
(all downhill). Stunning views of Ruapehu, Ngauruhoe and
the surrounding area. Mt. Taranaki is visible on a clear day.
Silica Rapids are worth stopping for a close look at too.
ONLINE REFERENCE > Check in to Running Wild nz
MAP S > NZ Topo map BJ34 Mt. Ruapehu

After 5km cross another bridge and break out of the beech forest into
more open tussock country. Follow boardwalk and trail up the Whakapapaiti
Valley, enjoying the spectacular views of Mt. Ruapehu straight ahead.
After another 2.2km you will need to cross the unbridged Whakapapaiti
River. It’s full of big boulders and with a bit of rock hopping can be crossed
with dry feet in normal flows. Head for a set of steps up a bank on the
far side and pick up the marked trail that continues to head further up
the valley. Just before reaching the beautifully located Whakapapaiti Hut
you’ll need to cross the river again another couple of times. The hut is just
over 8km into the run and has a big deck that offers great views of Ruapehu.
Follow the poled track uphill from the hut, keeping the river on
your right. The trail gradually climbs away from the river, and then
starts to steepen before reaching a junction at about the 9km mark.
Here you turn left, signosted ‘Bruce Road 1 hr’. A fairly faint trail,
marked with snow poles, now zig zags its way up a steep, scoria and
boulder covered hillside that crests out on a spectacular ridge, giving
you your first views of Ngauruhoe.

Follow the snow poled trail downhill and over Scoria Flat to
reach the Bruce Road. Turn left and run down the main road
for a little under 3km. The Silica Rapids Walk is a well-made
gravel trail branching off to your left. Follow this uphill for
a while before descending on trail and boardwalk to Silica
Rapids. It’s a worthwhile short detour to take a good look
at these, otherwise take a right turn and head down the valley.
After a short while the trail heads back into stunted beech forest
and offers a glorious couple of kays of singletrack trail running,
with the rush of mountain water just off to your right way the
whole way down. The Silica Rapid Track emerges at the junction
you ran through earlier in the day. Turn right and retrace your
steps back to the start.

P O ST RUN GO O D NESS >
The Pihanga Café that is attached to the Chateau does
good coffee and toasted paninis or for a really good feed in
front of a lovely roaring fire head down the hill to National
Park and check out the Spiral Bar at The Park Traveller’s Lodge

This guide brought to you by runningwildnz.com
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YANCHE P, WESTERN AU STRA L I A > Your guide: Chris Jones

YABBA DABBA ROO
TR A IL TIP S >

RU N I T >

NAME OF TRAIL RUN > Yaberoo Budjara Heritage Trail
NEARBY TOWN > Joondalup
DISTANCE FROM CBD > 2km from Joondalup, 27km from Perth
EXACT LOCATION > Starts at Neil Hawkins Park, Boas Ave, Joondalup
and finishes at Yanchep National Park, Wanneroo Road, Yanchep
TOTAL ROUTE DISTANCE > 28km one way / 56km out and back
TOTAL ASCENT/DESCENT > 582 metres
TIME TO RUN > 2.5hr – 3hr
TYPE OF TRAIL > Point to point (can be run as out and back or in sections)
DIFFICULTY > Moderate
DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS > Undulating singletrack with some
firebreak and scrub. It can get sandy and rolls over several hills, with great
lookouts of the bush and Indian Ocean. The trail is based on the
Yellagonga tribe’s movement between the lakes of Joondalup and Yanchep
ONLINE REFERENCE > www.yellagonga.org
(search for ‘Yaberoo-budjara-heritage-trail’)
BEST MAP S > There is a great map at the start of each section on
a sign or try the online printable map available from the City of Wanneroo.
www.wanneroo.wa.gov.au Search for Yaberoo_Budjara_Walk_Trail

From Neil Hawkins Park run down towards the lake
where a footpath tracks north, following the lake until
you hit a roundabout after approx. 2km. There are
a few lookouts along this stretch where you can get
a good look at Lake Joondalup. Turn west towards the
ocean and follow Burns Beach Road up a hill for about
500m. There you will see the green Yaberoo Budjara
Heritage Trail sign marking where the historical trail
really starts. There is a small parking bay at this point
that you can also set off from.
The next section runs from Burns Beach Road to
Hester Avenue and follows a limestone track for 7.5kms.
It is well sign posted (orange triangle with a black boy)
and easy to follow as long as you stick with the limestone
path. Often there are diverging roads but if you follow
the signs you won’t get lost. There is a lookout you will
encounter that overlooks old limestone quarries and
the Indian Ocean. At the end of this section turn
left and keep an eye out for the green Yaberoo Budjara
trail sign on the other side of the road.

POST RUN GOODNESS >
The Hester Ave to Romeo Road singletrack section is a mixture of hard standing
and beach sand that runs for 7.5km. Follow the signs all the way to Romeo Road
where there is a gate 100 meters before you hit the bitumen. This section has some
small hills but opens out to sections of Australian bushland with Jarrah and Marri
trees as well as friendly emus and kangaroos.
From Romeo Road to Lacey Road is about 5.5kms and gets fairly sketchy as you
pass Romeo. A stretch of about a kilometre to Reinhold Place seemingly hasn’t
been run or walked in years and will need some careful negotiation through the
scrub. There is a single track vaguely cut through the bush. Once you get to Reinhold Place (only 1km from Romeo Rd) the track runs along a fence line parallel to
Wanneroo Road. This part of the trail is straight, flat and is not well signed. If you
keep to the double track firebreak you will be fine. This part of the trail is quite
sandy and is not overly scenic but the next section makes up for it.
Lacey Road to Lake Loch McNess in Yanchep is just over 5km and the reason why you
have to run this trail. At Lacey Road the track cuts westward, back towards the ocean.
It is mostly single track through bushland passing large scrub covered sand dunes and
lakes. It winds through the bush for about a kilometre and comes out to overlook the
National Park. At this point you have about 2km to enjoy before the end. The track
winds around the dunes and scrub to Lake McNess in the heart of Yanchep National
Park. A great spot to finish and have a nice cold beer at the nearly 100 year-old Inn.

The trail finishes (or starts depending
on where you want to head out from)
in the Yanchep National Park.
There is a beautiful old Inn with
accommodation and more importantly, beer.
Built in 1936, the Yanchep Inn
has decent restaurant and good pub
grub where you can grab a bite to
eat and a cold beer. It is in a great
setting nestled in the trees of the National
Park with the Koala conservation
area close by which you can also visit.
There is also a tearoom called
Chocolate Drops with homemade
chocolates and ice cream and if
after a long run you feel like a tea
or coffee this is the place to grab one.
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CA NBE RRA , ACT > Your Guide: Hanny Allston

BLACK
MOUNTAIN
MAGIC

RUN I T >
This run starts and finishes at the Australian Institute of Sport
(AIS) and takes in many of Canberra’s highlights including: Black
Mountain; the snow gum fields full of kangaroos in Aranda; views of
Lake Burley Griffen and the National Arboretum; and finally Bruce
Ridge, which has some of the finest inner-city mountain biking in
Australia. Take maps, but if in doubt, look for the spire of Black
Mountain that is visible from almost everywhere on this run.
Start at the AIS car park. Run south along Leverrier Street to the
athletics track and take the small path on the right hand side up to
Canberra Institute of Technology. Turn left onto Purdie Street and
shortly you will see the Belconnen bike path on your left hand side.
Follow this in a westerly direction to Haydon Drive (approx. 600m).

T R AIL TIP S >
NAME OF TRAIL RUN > Wattles, Gums, Roos and Views
NEARBY TOWN/CITY > Bruce, Canberra
EXACT LOCATION > Canberra Nature Park and surrounds.
DISTANCE FROM CBD > 6km
TOTAL ROUTE DISTANCE > 18.35km
TOTAL ASCENT/DESCENT > 454 metres
TIME TO RUN > 90min
TYPE OF TRAIL > Loop run with optional side trips.
DIFFICULTY > Moderate but there is navigation.
Best to take a copy of adequate maps.
DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS >
Wildlife, fire and single trails, paddock crossings, and views.
MAPS > Refer to the Mountain Forest Trail map or Black Mountain
maps (use terms in search) found on www.tams.act.gov.au
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right onto the fire trail. Follow this to a left hand fork. Turn left
and continue heading up, up, up the ‘rollercoaster’ until it pops out
at a saddle. Here take a sharp right up another fire trail that quickly
becomes a small walking track to the summit of Black Mountain.
At this point you may chose to run the 2km loop track around
the summit and take in the views.
Head back off the summit of Black Mountain down to the saddle,
turn right and run for 20 metres down the hill before turning left
onto another fire trail. Veer right and loop for 1.5km around Little
Black Mountain. When you find yourself on the lower slopes,
turn right and head towards Belconnen Way where it meets Fairfax
Street and becomes Barry Drive.

Cross over Haydon drive and through a gap in the fence onto the
bush hillside. Enjoy a loop around this region before making your
way to the overpass that crosses Belconnen Way. This will take you
onto the Aranda Ovals. Follow the same bike track in a southerly
direction between the ovals. The track will lead you between two
schools, through an underpass under Bandjalong Crescent and up
to the summit of the Aranda Bushland.

Cross at the lights and head up the trails onto Bruce Ridge. Follow
your nose to the top of the ridgeline where you will find a fire trail
that runs east-to-west. Turn towards the east and follow the track
as it loops down and northwards to a gate. Climb through the hole
in the gate and continue to the junction of the bike tracks. Follow
the bike signs underneath this underpass and back towards the AIS.

From the summit, take the left hand track that follows the edge of the
houses, then the first major right hand fire trail beneath the power
lines. This will take you to the base of the hill while providing views
over the National Arboretum and Namadgi National Park. Follow the
fire trail along the edge of the bushland back towards Black Mountain.
You will see signposts leading you towards paddocks on your right.
Follow these signs onto the Snow Gum Paddocks and weave your way
south-east for around 800m. On the paddock corner you will find an
underpass under Caswell Drive. Black mountain will loom over you.

P O ST RUN GOODN ESS >

Enter the Black Mountain bushland through a small gate and turn

The AIS has a great little café in the Visitor Information Centre.
There is also a swimming pool, spa and sauna to treat yourself.
Or walk down to the New Residences where you can indulge in a full
buffet meal with the athletes for just $16. Once you have recovered,
take a tour of the Australian Institute of Sport and be inspired!
You could also return to the summit of Black Mountain and take the
lift up the Telstra Tower. From here, sweeping views of Canberra
can be enjoyed from either the viewing platforms or the restaurant.

This guide brought to you by www.findyourfeet.com.au
Hanny Allston’s trail business which operates trail tours and trail specific technique and performance sessions.
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M OU NT SOME R S , S O U TH I S L A ND N Z > Your guide: SallyHickling

SOMERS SUMMIT
T R A IL TIP S >

RU N I T >

NEARBY TOWN/CITY > Ashburton - 52.1km,
Darfield - 70.3km, Christchurch - 115km

Park in the car park at the end of Flynns Rd and fill in your details in
the intentions book in the shelter especially if you are travelling alone.

EXACT LOCATION >
Sharplin Falls Carpark, Flynns Rd, Staverley

The trail begins just behind the shelter. Firstly you ascend quickly
through beech forest up to Hookey Knob (731m). This part of the
trail can be muddy and watch out for wasps in summer.

TOTAL ROUTE DISTANCE > 10.3km
TOTAL ELEVATION/DESCENT > approx 1150m
TIME TO RUN > 2hrs -4.5hrs
TYPE OF RUN >Out and back (or you can do a much
longer multiday loop along Somers Track staying in huts)
DIFFICULTY > Moderate -Difficult
DEFINING FEATURES > Well marked trail,
can be muddy at the start, rocky and steep up the face
of the mountain. Great views of Canterbury plains
and Mt Winterslow; steep rocky climb.
FEATURES OF INTEREST >
The Narawntapu National Park is known as the Serengeti
of Tasmania, with an abundance of wildlife out and about
feeding on the grassy lawns; Dolerite cliffs covered in
the iconic orange lichen that Tasmania is renowned for.
MAPS >
www.doc.govt.nz/publications/parks-and-recreation
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Then you break out of the trees for a fabulous section of trail
running along the gravelly tussocky track to the trail junction on
Staverley Hill (1085m) 2.7km from start.
Here, turn right and start the steep rocky climb to the mountain summit.
The route is well marked with snow poles but should not be attempted
in foggy weather or snowy conditions unless very experienced.
You head straight up the south face and then follow a ridge on the right
(SE) side of the mountain. The trail flattens out for the last 200m to
the plateau summit of Mt Somers (Te Kiekie).
Take a well earned rest, soak up the view and fuel up before a fast
and furious descent via the same route.

P OST RU N G OOD N E S S >
Dating back to the 1880s, the Staverley Store on the Arunda Rakaia
Gorge Road (Scenic Highway) is famous for its sausage rolls and
has been voted best cofee in the district by a regional radio station.
www.newzealand.com/au/article/staveley-sausage-rolls
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